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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL.

CITY
EDITION
--

No. 88.

RUSSIA

THREATENS

STATE, GROWERS ASSERT
DEFENSIVE MEASURES ACAIIiST
INEQUALITY IH TAXES BRfiED
Habit of Spending Money Must Be Curbed
Before the Industries of the State Can Expect to Struggle Back to Normal, O'Donel
Say 4; Expenditures for Schools and Roads
Should Be Curtailed.
(SPKCIVL DISPATCH TO MOKNIXG JOVIIXAL)

Condition of the cattle busiso desperate that it has bedefensive measures
to
positive
come necessary
adopt
is the substance of a resoin
taxation,
inequality
against
lution adopted by the executive board of the New Mexico
Cattle and Hotse Growers' association at th meeting
here today.
.
In the discussion which preceded the work ot tne
vice
special committee appointed by George L. Webster,
cost of
excessive
the
to
the
resolutions,
draft
president,
government was assailed.
'
In New MexRaton, N. M., June 26.

has reached a condition

...

-

vice
senior
O'Donel
president, declared tne expendiroads
and
schools
tures for both
were extravagant and ought to be
sharply curtailed. His analysis of
the situation revealed that while
gross inequalities exist, many property owners through one influence
and another escaping, this is not
the fundamental trouble. To put
all the property on the tax rolls
would not result in lessening the
tax levies, but would simply provide more money to spend, he aaid.
The habit o spending money so
grow out of war conditions and
that habit must bo curbed before
the industries of the state can expect to struggle back to normal,
was his diagnosis. He read a
statement from the taxpayers' association which showed that while
the state la not educating any more
children than in 1916 the tax levies for school purposes have in-- .
creased 341 per cent.
The prevailing opinion expressed
was that while good schools and
.improved roads are prime esscn-- '
tials, a reasonable policy ought to
bo adopted under which the ex-- "
penditures ought not to exceed the
to
amount the state can afford
"tTlC
t,
'nv
However,. 4he ifpt-rto- f
did
resolutions
committee
not
go
tfi
into the subject of cxtruvap;niioe
'but was confined to tho inequality
in taxation as It affects the livestock industry.
Drafted by C. M. O'Donel. T. E.
Mitchell Charles Springer,
John
If. Hicks and fjouls Kronlg, the
resolution adopted recommending
drastic measures as follows:
M.

C.

QEINDS

...

"Whereas, Taxation
has reached a point where the
livestock industry, the principal
source of the state's wealth, is
threatened with extinction, and
"Whereas, The property of livestock men has been assessed at a
valuation proportionately
greater
than that of other classes of property as has been repeatedly established in trial courts, and
"Whereas, The market value of
both land and livestock has receded to the level of 1914 while the
revenue exacted from the taxpayers in 1921 lias increased by 278
per rent and the assessed valuation of cnttle Is based on war boom
values.
Now, therefore, be it
"Resolved, By the executive
board of the New Mexico Cattle
and Horse Growers' association
that positive action is needful to
save tho industry from perishing,
and
"Resolved, That we urge upon
all our members to appeal from
every case of unjust assessment to
the state tax commission and to
prosecute such appeals in person;
and be it further
"Resolved, That we, urge upon
all our members in the event of
unjust ues,ments ' being main
taincd by the tax commission to
tender payment of taxes in an
amount based upon a Just valuation and to defend resulting suits
in their respective district courts,
and
"Resolved. That this association
pledges itself to give aid and support through its attorneys and otherwise in all such suits."
ico

DENTAL PROFESSION NO LONGER
DEVOTED TO SAVING TEETH, BUT
ALSO TO CONSERVE HUMAN LIFE
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WEATHER
i

-

FOKECA8T.
Denver, Colo., June 20. New
Mexico:
Tuesday, local showers,
slightly warmer north central por-

tion; Wednesday, partly cloudy.
Arizona: Tuesday, unsettled, possibly showers east portion, warmer
west portion;
Wednesday, partly
cloudy and somewhat warmer.

IiOCATi REPORT.
Conditions for the tv nty-- f our
at ( p. m. yesterday,
ended
hours
recorded by the university:
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Highest temperature
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Lowest.
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Humidity at I
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Humidity at 6 p. m.
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Wind velocity
Direction of wind
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y
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of officers will take place
Wednesday.
Following is Tuesday's program:
9 a. m. to 12 m.
Table clinic,
"Cavity Preparation," demonstration of complete technic, Dr. a. H.
tlon

Means.
1:30 p. m. Lecture with lantern
slides, "The Bacteriology of Pulp- less Teeth."
Part One "Indica-

tions and Contraindications for the
Treatment
of Infected
Teeth."
Prof. u. G. Rickert, University of
iviicnigan.
a:
p. m. Part Two"How to
neat ana Manage Pulplcss Teeth,"
Dr. Rickert.
6:30 p. m. Country club, banquet followed by dance for mem
oirs anu tneir ladles.
President's Address.
That the dentists and medical
men of the United States owe to the
public and to themselves to be
greater users of publicity was the
statement of Dr. C. H. Woolgar, of
Magdalena, president of the association, yesterday.
"Publicity should be used more
by the profession," said Dr. Wool-ga- r,
"limited only, by liberal ethics.
Dr. Copeland, chairman of the New
York
board of health, said, 'I
hope laymen will help the doctors
to recover from their
unwillingness
to let the public know
what " they
can do.' "
Dr; Woolgar stated that dentists
should inform tho public as to the
widespread effects of oral Infections; that serious
diseases often
are caused by trouble in the mouth.
"Ignorance and indifference to
pus In the mouth Is death," said Dr.
Woolgar. "I believe we must go
directly to the public through lectures and the press, and educate the
I would suggest that a
people.
committee on publicity ho nolprte.t
with some funds placed at their dis
posal py the society, to carry on a
public oral
health
There are a number of cities in the
state where your committee could
with the local dentists
and parents and teachers' associations, and hold a large public meeting and get a summary of the .
printed in the papers. I suggest that If possible we arrange tb
have some of these lectures given
by Dr. Howard R. Raper, and also
have him speak before the New
Mexico Teachers' association convention In the fall."
State Hunks High.
Dr. Woolgar commented that it
is to the credit of New Mexico that
it ranks among the first states in
the union for percentage of dentists
iH'ionglng to tho stale dents! so- ACputlflued pa PjW.Jggj.1
re
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WAY INTO THE HILLS

!')

(Bj The Associated
York, June 26. Ten thouAmerican
sand pesos ($5,000
money) is on its way from Mexicoto
City into the Cuernavaca hills, was
ransom A. Rruco Hielaski, who
seized by Mexican bandits, it was
announced today by Frank I
of Raymond
Sample, vice president concern
of
levering & Co., tho
which Bielaskl is an official. Mr.
Sample Baid that ho w.ls notified
through an American bank that
a banking company In Mexico City
was "taking care ot the ransom"
and would hurry it to Cuernavaca.
New
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alien ihflow
Slash From Three to Two
Per Cent, Effective July
1,1923, Is Plan of Chairman Johnson.
Prm.)

ReducJuno
Washington,
tion of immigrant quotas to be
admitted to the L'nltod States from
26.

centage from each country to two
per cent based on 1910 census bureau figures.
In addition to the
two per cent quota each country,
however would be given a flat
allowance of 600. tho maximum
total from this 600 flow being estimated at Z4.000.
The percentage reduction, according to Mr. Johnson's estimates,
would cut the total quota admissions from around 256.000 to
Exemptions aro not included
in these estimates.
Not more than ton per cent of
any country's quota would be admitted into the United States in
one month which would extend the
movement over a period of . ten
months Instead of five as at present. No nttempt will be made to
have tho house vote on tho Johnson proposal at this session.
170.-00-

Illli

0.

VOTES

BRITISH REG
(By The Anoclnlfd Vmm.)

London, June 26 (by tho Associated Press.) After a debate,
which was not so heated nor acrimonious as was expected, the gov
ernment tonight won a virtual vole
or confidence on its Irish nolicv.
when a "die hard" motion proposed
by Sir Frederick Banbury, unionist,
for a reduction of the chief secre
tary for Ireland's salary as an ex
pression or disapproval of the gov- ment's policy and failure to afford
police protection or Field Marsha!
vviison. was defeated.
The vots
was 342 to 75.
.,
Vtinston Spencer Churchill, sec
stato-mein
the
his
for
retary
colonies,
on Irish affairs, made it clear
that the imperial government
would expect the provincial gov
ernment, now that It had. secured
the people's mandate, to take tho
necessary steps to assert its com
and with eaual
frankness,
that the
emphasized
British government resuming comof
freedom
action.
plete
Premier Lloyd George. In a brief
speech, winding up the debate, repeated the familiar arguments In
support of the government policy
and contended that the Irish provisional government now had tho
people of Ireland behind it, and
what it did or failed to do would
he the real test of whether It was
nt

lit

govern,

chairman of the house ways uid
means committee and author of the
Fordney tariff bill, announced positively today in a telegram to the
Saginaw News Courier that ho will
not be a candidate for
He plans to retire at the end of
his present term after 24 years of
continuous service in congress.
SEWS OF DIX'ISION

MliMlU'JtS

SUIUKI.S1-;S-

REWARD IS OFFERED
FOR ARREST OF MAN

LOSJGELES

CHIEF

PR

SELLING

i"

Haley claiming
Hrilton while the latter was on one
knee, In the thirteenth round of
their fifteen-rounmatch tonight.
After two minutes and forty-tw- o
second of fighting in the thirteenth
round, Hrilton suddenly went down
on one knee and the referee started
counting over him. Then Leonard
walked over and struck Kritton
with a left to the body. The referee
said he had not seen a foul blow
struck before Hrilton went down
although Britton claimed one. Brit-tothen sat in his corner unhurt.
The contest was interesting at
all stages, with both men appearing
to bo fighting their best. Despite
his thirty-seve- n
years, Britton displayed no end of activity and wh?n
called upon, brought all of his
to bea
famed ring generalship
against his opponent.
The result
Leonard
prevented
from achieving his greatest ambition to become holder of both the
lightweight and welterweight world
titles.
Leonard weighed 1M'4 pounds
and his veteran opponent
of a pound Inside the
welterweight limit.
Jole Ionard. younger brother of
the lightweight champion, in his
first appearance as a professional
pugilist, tonight won a judge's decision in four rounds from Sammy
Marco.
Leonard weighed 130 and
his opponent 133',j. The conies',
was the opening one preceding the
Hrilton match.
Denny Leonard-Jac- k
Johnnie Coney and Jack Stark,
featherweights, fought a
draw.
Kddie FItzslnimons. lightweight,
knocked out Sammy
Moseberg,
Brooklyn, in the first round ot the
semi-fintwelve-rounmatch.
The lightweight title was not at
stake.
The arena, recently hnflt by Ter
Rickard nnd Frank Flournoy, held
about 20,000 fight fans.
Britton entered the ring at 9:35
and Leonard followed two minutes
later. Roth received long rounds of
applause.
Round One Leonard took the offensive, landed a light tap to the
missed a left
Britton
pose, and
wlng fur the body.
They exchanged rights and lefts to the
bndv.
Both foiiwht cautiously,
Leonard to evade Brltton's left hoo;;
and Britton to keep away from the
champion's
lightweight
straight
right:;. There were few blows dar.
ing th" round.
Hound Two Tbey passed a few
light punches to the jaw and were
In a series nf clinches, Britton staggered Leonard with n right to the
jaw. Leonard retaliated with lefts
to the face. Leonard turned Britton around with a right to the Jaw
at the hell.
Round Throe Leonard pushed
Britton around the ring with lefts
(Contlniiert on Page Two )
d

n

Washington, June 26. "I am
tired; I am 69 years old; I want
to rest now and be with my faintly," Chairman Joseph V. Fordney
of tho house ways and means committee, declared today in announcing he had determined not to seek
from the Eighth Michigan district after a continuous ser24
vice of
years.
Py the time hiserm ends March
4 next, Mr. Fordney said the three
big measures on which he has
worked this session tariff, revenue and bonus would have been
enacted into law.
Coming from
his committee these major bllln
kept him steadily at work and
while he is still hale and firm,
Fordney says he is entitled to a
rest,
"A democrat was serving in the
Eighth district when I was first
elected nearly a quarter of a century ago," he said, ' and I have
been here ever since. This is the
last political Job I expect to hold."
News of Mn Fordney's decision
was an utter surprise to house
members generally.
Representative William R. Oreen
of Iowa is the ranking republican
member of the ways and means
committee.
Under the house seniority rules, he will become chairman, members snid, if the republicans retain control of the house
in the November elections.
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AD1NIS THAT

13TH ROUND

three-quarte-

d

NAVAL ACADEMY

CREW WINNER OF
ANNUAL REGATTA
Middies Finish More Than a
Length Ahead of Washington, Which Is Second

and Syracuse Third.
Thi AaKocintrd t'resi.)
Regatta Course, June 26. The
naval academy crew repeated ts
triumph of 1921 at the annual Intercollegiate regatta today, winning
the varsity three-mil- e
race by u
margin of more than a length from
was second.
Washington, which
Cornell and Syracuse put up a gfeat
battle for third place in the last
quarter of a mile and were neck and
neck at the finish. Cornell tfom
tho shore appeared to have won the
place. Columbia finished
fifth,
several lengths back and the tiring
Pennsylvania crew brought up the
rear, a poor last.
The Judges gave third place to
Syracuse and Cornell fourth. Syracuse defeated Cornell by one foot.
Tho navy established a new record
for tho course, ,its time being 13
minutes, 33
seconds, which is
moro than half a minute faster
than tho time set by the victorious
navy crew last year. Washington
5
was caught In 13 .minutes, 36
seconds, which was far better than
the previous record of 14 minutes
and 7 seconds. At the finish the
lead over
navy had a length's
Washington, which In turn was
of a length ahead of
Syracuse and Cornell.
5

three-quarte-

e

93 PER CENT OF
ESPEE SHOP MEM
E

n.
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Y
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Organization's Policy

Is

Un-

altered and Unyielding on
This Point, is Leader's
Assertion,
(By The Awwclntril

Prenf.i

Washington. June 26 (by tho
Associated
Press). Administration efforts to bring about a settlement of the bituminous coal
strike met a preliminary checK
today.
After conferences with Pre.'l
dent Harding and Secretary of
Labor Davis, John L. Lewi ,
of the Unit d
president
Workers of America, announced
that the union policy still was
unaltered and unyielding In Its
Insistence that a new wage sca e
must be set up for the strike-liddmining districts by national or
conferences with operators.
Last of a Series.
The meeting between Mr, Harding, Secretary Davis and Mr.
Lewis, which took place around
the White House luncheon table,
was the last of a series of conferences into which Secretary of
Labor Davis took Mr. Lewis after
his arrival from Cincinnati Sunday.
no statement
was
Officially
forthcoming.
though
Secretary
Hoover was also called to the
White Housn for a word with the
president about the situation immediately after Mr. Lewis left.
"We talked over the general
problems of tho bituminous industry and vhe strike," Mr. Lewis
declared on leaving the Whilo
K.use, "Its
and
and projects for
intermittenoy;
Its stabilization.
"With relation to the present
strike we considered the matter
of a joint conference of operators and miners, especially tna
merits of proposnls to hold district joint conferences between
operators and miners for wagn
settlements, as compared with a
joint conference in the central
or a national
competitive
conference of all fields, througli
No
definite plan
representatives.
affecting the strike were decided
upon. The strike situation is unchanged.
Predicts Coal Shortage.
"The country will be facing ;i
serious shortage of coal within
few weeks and if the strike continues the railroads will be unable to transport enough to take
care of industries and domestic
consumers."
There were no Indications of
what further steps might bo taken by the government after th
meetings had been concluded.
Mi-i-

en

semi-nation-

,

TTI1F, DESTROYS COTTAt; K.
Prescott, Ariz.. June 26. Damage estimated at $3,000 was caused

this evening when fire
a cottage at Iron Springs, destroyed
occupied

by Victor Redewill and his family
of Phoenix. The flames consumed
the house and newly installed furnishings, including a grand piano.
The blaze originated from a gasoline stove. Mr. Redewill is a member ot the Redewill Music company
of Phoenix.

CONVENTION

OF

DISABLEO

VETS

GETS UNDER WAY
Day Given Over to Merry-Makifor the Most Part;
Picnics and Auto Rides
ng

for the Delegates.
(By The Asiociated Treti.)

June 26. A
San Francisco,
spare and shattered battalion,
broken on the wheel of war and
counting in its number the blind,
tho halt and the lame, arose In
inspiring salutation to the national banner today when thu
seoond annual convention of th.i
Disabled American Veterans of
the World War was called to order. "A rendezvous of faith" was
the phrase by which this initial
session of the convention was re- -,
The
f erred lo by the speakers.
whole convention, they said, Is a
forto
not
to
the
country
plea
get, as the broken veteran intends to cling to his faith in the
things for which ho fought.
Today was given over to merrymaking for the most part, tht
on
veterans
picnics
dispersing
and automobile rides after hav.
ing been addressed by Governor
Tomorrow the scriou
Stephens.
formalities of the convention will
in
with a big
earnest
l.cgin
from tho Knibarcadero to
the Civic Center.
In this the "living hall of
fame" will appear. This Is comprised of state heroes from a
score of states who hive been
designated
by their respective
governors to add new fervor a 'd
to tho convention.
inspiration
Other parade units will be mado
of
up
natty bluejacket and marine units from tho Pacific fleet,
now .In the harbor, police and
troops.
Arrivals today were C. P. Me.
Comsat of Grand Forks. N. D.,
who was wounded no less than
102 times and who carries hooks
In place of hands: Mrs. John
Paul Jones,
the only woman
delegate, who halls from Mlnne-ot- a
and Clydo Donev of Love! I,
Wyo.. who "rode the beams" tu
San grajicjsco,
pn-ra-

i,

Ta-W-

MEN ARE FIRM FOR
A NEW WAGE SCALE

(By

Yat-So-

Lieh-Chu-

ON

Brit-to-

'S NORTHERN

1

IN

TO SETTLE COAM
World's Welterweight Boxing Champion SuccessfPlans to Retire at the End
ully Defends His Title
STRIKECHECKED
His
of
Present Term
When He is Fouled.
After Serving 24 Years
(By The AHUuilalrA Vrrnt.)
John L, Lewis, President of
New York, June 26. Jack
As Congressman.
world's welterweight
the Miners' Union Holds
boxing
(By The Asnoelated Prp.)
champion, .successfully defended
Conferences With HardCon26.
his title against Benny Leonard,
Saginaw, Mich., June
W.
Fordney, lightweight champion. Referee Patgressman Joseph
ing and Davis,
sy
that Leonard hit

(By The Amoclnted Prrn.)
Prescott, Ariz., June 26. A reward of $500 was offered todav by
Yavapai county for Information
..
Walkout Is Favored, Condi-- Missives Penned By a Con- leading to the arrest and conviction of William Acker, wanted in
vict to , Mr$. Obenchain connection
tional Upon Similar Action
with a brutal
in Evi upon Iver Enge, formerly of aosult
Arc Introduced
PhoeBy- Other- Crafts Affecteu
nix.
Enge, an employe of Whip-pl- o
Defense.
dence
the
By
Cuts.
barracks, was stabbed, beaten
By Pay
and thrown down a mountain trail
(By The AMiicluted rrcM.)
PreM.)
his money and automobile stoland
Amoclnted
The
(lly
AssociLos Angeles, Calif.. Juno 26.
en two weeks ago. He is slowly
Detroit, June 26 (by the
or. Letters written by raul Roman, recovering in a hospital here, but
ated Press.) Early returns
Mrs. ho is deprived of speech bv paralyKolsom prison convict, to
the strike vote taken by the United
of Madalynne Obenchain in purported sis ot the throat duo to blows on
Brotherhood of Maintenance
missives the head.
Shop response to affectionate
Way Employes and Railway
wage she sent to him, wcro introduced
laborers following the recent States
defense
the
evidence
in
today by
cut ordered by the United
the WOMAN IS HELD ON A
an in Mrs. Obenchain's trial for Rorailroad labor board, indicate
Helton Kennedy.
J.
murder
of
CHARGE OF SMUGGLING
In
favor
"overwhelming majority"
man previously had identified Mrs.
of a walkout, conditional however, Obenchain's
declared
and
letters
xBy The ANHucluteti rrritl,)
upon similar action by other crafts she had sought to persuade him lo
Chicago, Juna 26. Mrs. Laur.i
affected by board reductions, it was testify that
men Kachclmacher,
two
lie
overheard
of Fargo, N. I)., is
announced here tonight at the gen- plotting to blackmail or kill Kenheld by federal authorities
eral headquarters ot the mainte- nedy, the prosecution contention being
in connection with the smuggling
nance men.
that Arthur C. Rurch,
into this country of a JIOQ.000 peal
Tabulation of the ballots started being
Mrs.
at
killed
to
Kennedy
Charles
necklace, according
this morning and it was said about
behest.
Salter, special treasury agent, from
It was Obenchain's
40,000 had been checked.
Admits
Authorship.
Seattle, Wash.
added the vote was considered
Roman admitted writing all the
officials in every large
ho cityTreasury
them
In
him.
shown
"fairly representative."
letters
have been looking for the neck
Kxact figures were withheld un- spoke of his correspondence as "My lace, which has been taken from
der Instructions from E. V. Orable, Dearest,"
"Dearest
Madalynne," city to city in an attempt to evade
"My love fur federal treasury agents, Mr. Salter
grand president, now in Chicago
"My Dream Girl."
othof
conferring with the leaders
you had no beginning and could said.
er unions .whose membership has have no end," he wrote in one. In
been affected by wage cuts and another ho said: "If you and I ever
VISIBLE SVPPLY OF GRAIN.
and who, it was said, would consid- go down to tho ocean some day,
New York. June 26. The visible
er taking some joint action in
rest assured you will then have supply ot American and bonded
reached the end of the rainbow. grains show the following changes:
What you need most Is attention Wheat, decreased 2,612,000 bushels;
and lots of it." Still another read: corn, decreased 1,066,000 bushels;
"I would give all I .ever expect to oats, decreased 1,269,000 bushels;
have just to hold you In my arms rye, decreased
911,000 bushels!
and kiss you and hug you and then barley, decreased 276,000 bushels'.
take you away from everything."
Asked if he was sincere in these
exexpressions and whether they the
pressed his true' feeling towardwrote ASKS DAUGHERTY
defendant at tho time he
them, Roman rplied "Yes." me data
"Do by all means send
for my narrative," was a sentence
EAR A RULING
Roman testified he
In one letter.
had an understanding, with Mrs.
Obcnchnln that whenever anything
Force Estimated at 50,000 was written concerning tho testiLI
she wanted him to give she
Men Is Marching On Can- mony
was to refer to it as it it were
was
ho
supposed
ton in Three Sections, magazine article
to be preparing.
According toReports.
"I haven't told you all I know, Mellon Wants to Know As to
Roman also wrote. Another pas-to
ed
Anuria!
Prmi.)
Th
the Legality of the Tra(By
sage was: "Everything seems
Shanghai, China, June 26 (by be for you. For my sake be
ffic in Hooch .Outside the
's
brave."
the Associated Press.) Sun
Closely,
estiQuestioned
Three-Mil- e
Limit.
northern army, liberally
t thA cross examination which
mated at 60,000 men, still remains preceded the introduction of the
of
(By The Amorlatfd rrei.)
was
iniinrq Tinman,
loyal to tho deposed president
Washington, June 26. Secretary
about the origin with him Mellon
south China and ls marching on closely
has formally requested AtHe
H1C11.
nf th
- ninyu
" "tWO
for a
"".Jwhether
lections, RCLUiiitold of torney General Daugherty
had
he
asked
tha
jwas
sale
here by
Inir to reports recel
ruling as to the legality of the ves10
It
oiner
various
iikiihjui
from
board
on shipping
vernacular papers'
Mrs. Obenchain mot- of liquor
said
he
time
re
three-milbe
to
believed
limit,
the
outsido
Canton "sources
ioned it. Ho denied this was the sels
liable.
it was stated today at the treasSun's forces converging on Can- case.
It has been officially held by
ury.
over
pracHe was required to go
enforce-men- t
ton aro declared to outnumber the
testimony counsel for the prohibition
direct
his
all
tically
Chiung-MiiiChen
that the treasury regulato
unit
troops under
added
cases
some
in
and
who deposed Sun. Chinese observ- again he had old prior to today. tions as now drawn do not prohibers predict severe warfare between what
ruling when
He said ho saw Mrs. Obenchain in it such sales, but thedetermine
the
the two factions with the odJ." In the
county Jail last made will definitely
Los
Angeles
Sun
of
favor of the restoration
arrested question.
August soon after she was confined
was
n
it
tho
for
and the defeat of Chen.
ruling,
Request
and when ho had been
Thrpe generals are In comnisi.d thero about a month awaiting trial said, was made at the urging of
of 30,000 of Sun's Klangsl army of for grand larceny, for which of- prohibition Commissioner Haynes
of 60,000, said to be driving south- fense ho was convicted and sent to and an early reply from Mr.
with Daugherty was sought to sfttlo
ward. They are Hsu Tsung-Chprison. Ills communications
n
Li
and Huang
for some time were confined finally the controversy precipitated
her
Reports received from Canton to notes they passed between them by'Adolphus Busch III, in connecassert that General Huang, with In the jail,
tion with the shipping board's
he declared. .
20,000 troops, is holding a line in ' He said the first note Mrs. Oben- practice of operating bars at sea.
southern Kiangsl province below chain gave him "had nothing to
Accompanying the request, high
Kanchow, while Oenerals LI and do with the case." Later, he de- officials said, was a brief prepared
Hsu are commanding1 the spear- clared, she passed one In which by Sol Mapes of the internal revehead of the drive against Chen was written In effect: "One of the nue department reviewing previous
Chiung-Mimen was five feet nine the other opinions of the department ot JusSun's northern forces are not ex- shorter, wore a slouch hat, loose tice which have held that the prohibition laws follow the flag aboard
pected to reach the neighborhood clothing. This Is important."
of Canton Inside of two weeks.
American vessels at sea and also
COritT HALTS PRIZE FIGHT. the recent treasury regulations
Washington C. H..OI1I0. June 28.
BOl'T.
board
which
shipping
heavyweight vessels excepted
negro
New York, June 28. Johnny Tut Jackson,
along with foreign craft so
met
to
was
Jack
have
who
tighter,
Dundee, junior lightweight cham- Johnson, negro, former world heavy far as sea stores are concerned,
pion, and Jack Sharkey signed for weight champion, hre Jnlv 4. was from the operation of the recent
a world's title
bout fit Eb- - ordered todav hv Judge C. A. Reid. decision bringing! In transit liquor
bett a field in Brooklyn on the "to refrain from engaging in a shipments.
ficht rontemnlatod here July
Both agreed to prize
night of July
Only!PdoclsIon of a court could
4." Jackson will bo nlaced under
weigh In at ISO pounds at 2 p. m. bond - s guarantee thnt
the court's overturn any position the attorney
the day of the light.
orders will be followed out

s
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re-

Discussions and addresses at the
annual meeting of tho Now Nex-icDental association, now in session here, Indicate the trend of the
profession to become more closely
medical profession,
allied wlth-th- e
and to treat or prevent diseases of
the entire system by sdontic treatment of the teeth and mouth.
About 60 dentists from all parts
of the state are here to attend the
meeting, which began yesterday
morning at the Chamber of Commerce and will continue for two
morn days. Distinguished members
of tho profession from several of
the larger cities and from dental
schools are here to read papers
before the association.
The delegates will hold no night
sessions, the evenings being given
over to social pleasures. Yesterday
evening at 6:30 they were taken for
a swim In the Y. M. C. A. pool,
Ijist night the visiting ladles were
taken for a line party at the picture show, followed by lunch at the
College Inn. Today the ladiea will
he guests at a luncheon at the Alva-rada. bridge party ot the home
ot Mrs. B. F. Copp, and at 6:30
tonight there will be a bnnquet and
dance at the Country club. Tomorrow afternoon at 4 o'clock, tea at
the College Jnn, followed by a motor ride.
,
The dentists present show great
Interest in the program and In the
work of the association. The elee- -

June

,,,

three per cent to two per cent, ef
for

Fifty Practitioners Here.

RE

26.

BRITTOn WMS
FROM LEONAR

for Senate

for her campaign,
Mis. Peter Oleson has been nominated on the democratic ticket for
I itwinnff
:tno
States senate from
Ann' A muni nf
Ul L.IIVIIIUII,
u,,.
,h
fir,t wnman
.0 V
Of the DelGCiatiOn.i candidate to be nominated
by a
maior oar,v f or a seat In the unDer
t r- II d tI inn
P
lull house. Mrs. Anna Dickie Oleson.
jLS OUIIMU
' as sll ls called on her netition. will
lOfia DpIpflateS.
,Jf
if
B. Kellogg.
oppose Senator
on the repub- ; wno was renominated
(By The AMnciutpd PrM.)
The Hague, June 26. Bolshevik, "can ticket
' v 'Jp ft
Mrs. Oleson visited nenrly forty
Russia wants credits before anyThis pronouncement tow'ns in cveiv section ot the state,
thing clue.
was mado tonight by Maxim Lit- - traveling in a Ford given her by
vinoff, head of the Russian dele ',htr friends. Most of the time she
gatlon, which arrived hero today, was her own .chauffeur. Throughin his first statement to tne press, out tho fall campaign, however, her
and it has created consternation husband
fourteen-year-oland
among tho representatives of the daughter. Marv. will give her asbecause
'countries
here
European
sistance. Both were prevented from
they hud virtually agreed to die
in the pricuss credits last ot all after some taking a very active cart
mary campaign because of school
tentntive accord had been reached work.
Is superlntcnd-en- t
Mr.
Oleson
on the questions of private properof schools In Cloauet and Mary
is a student.
ty and Russian debts.
Thcv are both enSomo of the delegates believe thusiastic over Mrs. oleson's sucbolsheviki
cess,
ot
the
that persistence
"Now that I am nominated." said
in this attitude may impeiH the Mrs.
Oleson in an interview. "I will
conference; they point out there do the best I can for the party
conversations
can be no serious
the fall campaign. Mv
throughout
of
about loaning money or openingis one desire is to serve the people
the state who nominated me. '
credits until some satisfaction
came
aco
vears
Four
oleson
Mrs.
first obtained concerning property Into
public notice when she took up
and debts.
Uolgium and France
tho cause of elii through tho
sowill be the first to oppose the
agency of women's clubs. In 1 1,8s
she was president of tho women
viet procedure.
disThe eve of the conference, there- clubs of the eighth Minnesota vlco
and later was named
trict
issue,
a
thorny
fore, has produced
:
leder-president of the Minnesota
which only adherence to the policy ation
of Women's club
of calmly and' patiently listening
Explaining her nartv affiliations,
spokesmen can she says she was iust "born a dem- to the bolshevik
She believes that politics
save from wrecking the conference oer.it."
and housework for women is as nor
at an early dato.
anmal
as
civic activities in addition io
Tho Russians have further
a -- ocation for men.
nounced as they have only three
Mrs.
Oleson won the nomination
split into over two male opponents with a
delegates they cannot must
all go lead of 4.000 or more votes over her
but
v
nearest rival.
1
4tX
p
together to the various meetings.
arBorn in Leseuer countv. MinneThis upsets plans which were
OleMrs.
x
vears
ago.
thirty-sisota,
arrived
Russians
tho
ranged before
son conies from a familv of Pionand will probably necessitate furRaised on a farm where she
an eers.
lived until she was married, she
ther sessions ot the
formation
traveled three miles each dnv to
delegates to readjust tho
reach the high school she attended
of tho conference.
U. S. Senator Frank Kellogg, Re.
for her enrlv education.
o psnn is pn advocate or
tmi
publican, and his Democratic opAN
and was the woman
RANSOM
TO
prohibition
na-i
frniTi Minnesota of the
ponent, Mrs. Peter Oleson.
$5,000
.,mi.nr.
committee.
ITS
tional democratic
IS ON
AMERICAN

July 1, 1923, is provided
in a oiii inuouueru uniuy uy
Papers and Discussions at Annual Meeting of fective
Chairman Johnson of the house
State Dental Society Now in Session Here immigration committee.
The Johnson bill also would
Show Advanced Trend of the Profession; duce
on July 1, 1923, the quota per-

I
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CITY

Pacific and Santa
OverVote
Workmen
Go
to
Out, Too,
whelming
Union Leader Announces.

Union

(By The Aaaoriated Pmw.)
San Francisco, Calif., June 26.
Approximately 93 per cent of the
shop men In the Southern Pacific

company system on the coast and
in the golf states have voted for a
strike against rocent wage decreases, while 95 per cent of the
Union Pacific and Santa Fe shopmen have votted to go opt, It was
announced today by L a. Gordon,
secretary of the Southern Pacitic
Federation of Shop l'luplnves. The
federation Includes 20,000 shop
workers.

'

trutiMi
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State

Carlsbad Man Notifies
:
:

Chairman Phillips; Gives
in
Open
His Platform
Public.
to
Letter
to The Journal.)
(Special Correnpondcnce
N. M., June 26.
Carlsbad,
Francis G. Tracy, or this city, amember of tha board of the Cails-'
bad reclamation project and a lead-

'
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enterprise
has announced his candidacy for
for
nomination
the republican
United States senator from New
Mr.
Mexico.
Tracy has written
the following letter to O. h. Phillips,
ing figure In irrigation

state chairman;

June 19, 1922.
L. Phillips. Chairman ReMr.
publican State Central Committee, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
I am a
My Dear Mr. Phillips:
candidate for the republican nomi- nation for the United States senate,
because I believo thpre is a greater
call for patriotio public service at
time than there has heretofore
this
,
been during my lifetime, and I be- -'
iieve the problems now demanding
solution are fundiimentul to the life
and prosperity of the nation and
economic and
Hre chiefly moral,
i financial, and only in a minor de-- "
gree political.
We need, above all, harmony
throughout the world. is
the key
tion, not compensation,
to restored prosperity and offers
; the only sure promise of stable and
progressive civilization. This co- -'
operation must begin in every ham- -'
let, every county, every state, leading on throughout the nation to the
whole world.
It is no time for personal quar-- J
rels, class rivalry, unfair industrial
competition, partisan or group poll.
tics; all these handicaps must be
discarded to meet the Insistent need
for wise counsel and mutual help.
I believe this is the outstanding
sentiment among tha great mass of
' citizens of this state and nation.
; The call ia urgent to the party in
power to recognize and to make
operative this sentiment. To do S3
it is necessary to go outside of the
, usual
party procedure and to ap- -'
preach the problems with a clean
state and open minds.
The great readjustment brought
' about by the dislocation in the eco- nomio structure of the civilized
'world due to the war Is in painful
process and will continue for
years to come.
'
A definite and probably perma- nent higher cost of living and dis
O.

a-

sev-er-

al

tribution seem Inevitable and must
be provided for.
Aside from the constant flux in
values, in volume of trade, and in
exchange, due to this readjustment
period, we of New Mexico and the
west have certain vital local problems pressing for Bolutlon and recognition both at home and In
Washington, which are now temporarily postponed by the emergen,
cy tariff and by the agricultural re.
lief bill.
Our whole banking and commer.
clal structure, as well as our state
finances have been based upon the
range livestock industry, which In
recent years has been and Is now
at an increasing
being operated
loss and probably can never again
to
be
brought back to Its old
hope
production under present methods.
The census shows our state has
been at a practical standstill in
population, with very little increase
in weaiyi for ten years and offers
little encouragement for immigration or for our ambitious young
men, who must seek opportunities
elsewhere.
Readjustments Needed.
are
the conditions
Unless
changed there is little for us to
be proud of and less to quarrel
over. A radical readjustment of
all our Industrial end financial
including our tax
relationships,
system, state lund system and
state finances is necessary. It Is
most emphatically a time for
understandearnest cooperative
ing of ull our industries upon the
basis of mutual understanding
for mutual relief and help.
The emergency is so real and
pressing that it is not qulxotio to
believe that tho very able men
we have at the head of the vari
ous industries in this state can
get together in a proper spirit, If
in
annroaelied
the right way,
which Is merely through mutual
recognition that at iieart they
each appreciate how greatly his
own prosperity depends upon the
welfare of all, and that all are
prepared in true western style
to shoulder that part of the mutual burden of society and government which the gquaro deal
without fear or favor requires.
The delinquent tax list is a
danger signal. It Is also the very
irritating 'evidence to the prompt
taxpayer why his burdens are
unduly increasing.
with
Dissatisfaction
present
conditions is widespread throughout the nation and is not confined to either party. For this
reason popular support will oscillate from one party to the
other of its own momentum, unless issues nre clearly and convincingly defined.
When I first came to New
Mexico In 1880 Roswell and the
whole eastern part of the state
was fed, furnished and exploited
from Las Vegas.
Fresh from
New York City, I used to watch
with keen Interest the approach
t tho eight and ten yoke Spanish
and the unloading
at the general store. Christmas
would
arrive the iuc- presents

OHIOAN PICKED AS
MINISTER TO EGYPT

HE

SS GOOD

CROPS GROW

.IN

ARTESIA VALLEY
Artesia Reports Bank De
posits Increasing; Fruit,
Alfalfa and Cotton to
Have Big Yields.
(Special Correspondence ta The Journal.)
Artesia, N. M., June 20. The
local banks are In excellent condi-

1

ii

aged to a small extent hut these
fields have been replanted.
The acreage planted in the small
grains Is about an average, with the
corn crop on the increase.
This
crop nag increased during the past
few years.
j
A good fruit crop Is expected, re.
gardless, of the late freezes. How.
ever, a large area was saved by
rnpans of smudging.
Orchardlsts
at Roswell expect to ship about 600
oars of fruit. Much fruit will be
shipped from Artesia and Hone see.
tlons. Apricots and peaches are
on the market
now, with many
ciicrries netng picked.
Labor On account of the busy
season in the hay fields, hundreds
or men and schoof boys are employed. Many farmers are required
to operate power presses or other
on
farming affairs
account of the lack 'of a supply of
men to do the work. Wages for
tlio ordinnry farm work averages
about $2.50 per day. The labor
situation will be relieved in a few
short-hande-

tion with deposits increasing at a
rapid rate. This is due to the har weeks.
vesting of the alfalfa crop, which Is
bolng moved at a rapid rate. Many
men and school boys are working in BRITT0N WINS
the fields and all other business
FROM
LEONARD
aided in a material way by this crop,
business houses report good colIN 13TH ROUND
lections during the past few weeks.
Abundant
Livestock
rains,
(Continued From Page One.) '
which have falleu during the past
few months, have caused the past lo the face. .Britton sent
several
ure and the range to improve rapid- riRhts to tho
stomach. Leonui-d'ly. Cattle and sheep are in excel- upper lip was cut by a
left.
exstraight
Little
condition.
livestock
lent
hard rights and
is They atexchanged
cept fat stock for the market,
close
and
Leonard
quarters
being shipped, as the range war- was backed Into
a neutral corner
rants summer feed. Sheep sheur. at
the bell.
fair
a
now
is
and
under
way
ing
Hound
l'our
Ieonard staggered
clip is obtained. Many thousands
of pounds of wool have been hauled Hritton with a right to the Jaw and
with a sories of straight
to Artesia by means of large trucks followed
to the face. Britton sent hard
and other means of conveyance lefts
lefts to the face and body. Brit.
from the ranches to the west of the ton
forced Leonard to the ropej
valley, Some of the clip Is being
body attack. Thoy were
shipped, while a great part of it is Willi a hard
as the round closed.
stored in great warehouses. The fighting
lioiiwl
Five Britton took the oflamb crop lias been about 60 per
fensive
but
landed
few hard blows.
excellent
an
average
cent, which is
Tha general tone of livestock con- They fought for head and body at
clone
Britton appeared
quarters.
ditions Is much Improved regard
less of the loss of older stuff, during to he having the better of the
the drouth, which recently was
Round Six Leonard caught
broken.
on the jaw with several straight
The farmers in thin
Agriculture
harvested
have
of
section
rights. Britton found Leonard's
the valley
Britton
a large per cent of their second crop head with right swings.
of alfalfa hay. An excellent yield was cut in me mouth with a
has
The
is being received.
prlqe
straight left. They had a few ex
dropped to about $10 per torn load- changes on the ropes, with Brited on the cars, which is causing ton on the offensive.
Hound Seven Leonard appeared
many farmers to store their hay in
this purpose. to be taking things easily, waiting
large barns, built for
hunwith
for
many
a chance to land a knockout
barns,
Many hay
dred tons capacity, have been con- punch. - In the meantime, Britton
recent
The
found his jaw with right and left
structed this spring.
hay ha hooks. They staggered each other
quarantine on Pecos valley
been lifted, and only an inspection with rights to the head. The fightfor the pink worm Is required. This ing was slow in this round.
Hound Eight
pest has not been found in this
They traded
section, but every precaution Is punches to the head and body.
taken to prevent any serious ap- Leonard was working a straight
pearance of it.
left to the head effectively, but
Cotton Crop Is Ijarge.
was shaken twice with left hooks
The cotton cop promisee to be lo the jaw. They exchanged body
much larger than in previous years. punches In an encounter at close
The acreage is larger and the crop quarters
to
with Britton
in excellent condition. Many thou- have the best of It, appearing
sand acres of the crop was planted
Hound Nine Leonard Jumped
in Eddy county, which now has six from his corner and forced the
wel
gins. The recent bail storms dam terweight king around with rightB
to the head, but Britton s defensive work was at its best and he
was little hurt. Britton sent a series of straight lefts to the face and
forced Leonard into a neutral corner. Leonard missed several right
swings and took a hard punch to
the jaw.
Hound Ten Leonard was shaken with overhand rights to his jaw,
Leonard returned hard lefts to the
jaw and Britton seemed willing to
mix, returning as good as was sent.
Leonard was always on the defensive in this round.
Round Eleven Leonard swung
hard with rights and lefts to tho
law and sent Britton to the ropes.
Britton returned hard rights to tho
Britton
rushed
Leonard
Jaw.
around the ring with hard rights
Leonard's
was
to the head.
This
best round.
Hound Twelve Leonard pecked
with his left at Britten's face and
Efritton hooked hard rights and
lefts to the jaw. Britton shook
champion with
the lightweight
and left
rights to the stomach exchanged
hooks to the Jaw. They
light punches to the head and body,
lirltton's defensive work failed to
nhow in this round. He used offensive tactics altogether.
Round Thirteen Britton. on the
offensive, backed Leonard into a
neutral corner with rights and lefts
to the head and body. In coming
out of this trouble, Leonard tripped
on bis own foot and fell backward
to the canvas. As Britton stepped
away, the lightweight champion
his fopt and then Britton
started another attack. Leonard
bncked around the ring and they
fell into a clinch in Brltton's cor.
ner There were a few blows passed to the head nnd as the referee
broke
walked around, Britton
away and went down to his knee,
facing his corner. Hea njot'on"
his seconds to claim
who had walked to the
Leonard,
...
-- i
k, rinep. walked
around the referee, struck Britton
a light blow to tho Dooy ann
The
ed to the referee to count.
leconds of both men rushed into
referee,
tho ring and Haley, the corners.
waved both men to their
- i." .
i
It Was men aiiiiuuuv s.
ard had comniittea while
he
Britton
,
foul striking
The welterweight
on tit. knoe.
champion was unhurt.
s

1, Morton Unwell.

J, Morton Howell of Ohio, former
American consul general it Cairo.
y
Egypt, has been nominated
President Harding to be U. S. min
ister to Egypt, ...
ceeding fourth of July! Thee
were no wells on the plains, no
homes, and all cattle watered at
the Pecos river.
Since then an empire with
many towns and two transcontinental railroads has come into
mature being and leads the state
in commerce and progression.
Chaves county's
assessment
is
greater than that of San Miguel;
tho seven eastern counties represent
of the total assessment of the state.
Politics
alone remains the same.
Is it not indeed time that the
old Bpanish ox teams of Las
Vegas be replaced in politics as
they have been in trade, education and agriculture by the machinery of modern progress?
Examining ourselves unler the
analyal'j of the census and the
meager results in progress cf the
state at large may we not well
wonder If the old ten-yk- e
Spanish ox team Is not even yet the
proper emblem of the locomotive
power of our political michliory
in both parties and if it is not
time to seek some new Inspiration?
Cordially yoi.r,
FRANCIS G. TRACT.
one-four-

In Siberia

Is

comprised
of all the land surface of
the globe,
one-nin- th

Urings em

s

'

Sae 7lUlAn infants m invalids
lick's

paper by Dr. Charles Mayo of
Rochester, Minn., read at the
meeting yesterday. Dr. Mayo, who
V
had been expected here, was unable to be present:
"It is only a few years since
of teeth was
the conservation
considered the most vital procedure in dentistry. Infected teeth,
no matter how badly decayed or
broken, were usually treated and
restored to usefulness by some
method of filling or crowning.
"The dentist's only duty seemMv.fld. nt Orowint Chni
ed to be the restoration pf and rarlnfut..
For All Ate
The Original
preservation of teeth which made
possible the mastication of food
from that standpoint only did
dentistry bear a relationship to Want Ads Bring Quick Results
medicine.
"However, since It has been
shown that low grade infectioss
in and around diseased teeth are
are cause of systemic
often
rilanrdfirs. the dental nrofession,
as a whole, Is beginning to reai-W- n
that the conservation of teeth
is not the most important iaciui
In
dentistry. Dentists nave noc
failed, as some of us would be
lieve, because certain teeth wnicn
are still serviceable for mastica
tion are being extracted; tney
are simply taking a broader view
of the importance of dentistry.
Soothinq and HeaJirv)
'The moutn, inrougn ino ino I
the itching
Wherever
devitalization
discriminate
teeth by the dentist and through
the neglect of mouth hygiene by
the iiublia at large, has become
this gentle ointment
susceptible for the development of
pathogenic bacteria.
usually stops it at once
"Mouth infection of some form
is present in the majority of our
Easvand '
become the
patients, and it has to
economical
help preduty of everw dentist
diseases
vent or cure secondary
to use. Keep
this
of
or
removal
treatment
by
Infection.
ajar on hand.
"In preventing disease, the den.
Sold by all druggists
tist's opportunities are In dome
respects even greater' than tho
physician's. Many of his patients
are apparently in goed health;
they do not come In contact with
physicians, and should be taught
the value of mouth hygiene and
to
have their oral infections
cleaned up.' A close
between the two professions is of
the utmoBt importance.
FOR
"At the Mayo clinic, dental examinations are made on the majority of patients and the number
of teeth condemned and the dental treatment advised are in many
ways dependent on the physician's
diagnosis."
A number of cases .were cited
where tests showed many dis
eases directly traceable to teeth
Infection,
Food-Dr-

,

of these delicious flakes of toasted corn
"lyTEVER a food that says

' "Good

Morning!"
so pleasantly.

quite

Good for luncheon, too;
good for supper, good for any
between-me-

al

time, and good

for everybody, old and young.

Nourishing,
satisfying.

energy-buildi-

ng

Fill the bowl with crisp,

golden-brow-

Post

n

(Continued from

Toa'sties,

right from the package; pour
on cream or milk, and then
let appetite revel in a genuine

treat

Post Toasties are corn
flakes of special quality.
Order them by name from
your grocer today, and be
sure to get the Yellow and
Red package.

Always in Good Taste

Improved Corn Flakes

Made by

Postum Cereal Co., Inc.

Battle Creek, Michigan.

ft

One)

clety. He suggested that a union
society te xormea wun
momoers, and one
and Santa Fe as corner
of the state,
In the southwest
with Silver City, Hurley, Tyrone,
ouuu
Demlng and Lorasourg.
fellow
,nnM
dentists and give
ship among the state
society," tha
strength to the
dent stated.
New Mexico society unite with the
uemai eooioiy
Southwestern
holding annual meetings, to be held
ew Mexico and
in
alternately
west Texas.
Bar Tubercular Dentists.
The suggestion was made by the
f.fAeMMtif that th Mnnlntv firive mor.
al support to the board of dental
examiners ana urge mat iney innno
and enforce a ruling not to examine
for license dentists who are suffer,
ing from active cases of tuberculosis, and requiring certificates of
health from all candidates, Issued
by a board of tubercular experts.
In outlining the effect of oral infection, Dr. Woolgar mentioned the
Alnwlnff .valfinijii ili...... that h
said often have their cause In bid
conditions in tne mourns oiomscn
trouble, skin eruptions, arthlrtls,
haort lesions, neuralrla. neuritis.
goiter, rheumatism.
jnayo romis um tnongw
Following are extracts from a
uenei-.ite.foo- a

Bring Your Roofing
Troubles to Raabe and
Mauger's or Phone
305,

the

Origiad

Avoid Imitations

Substitutes

tnd

I Rich m IV, m.ltM
?
I No Cokini -- NouUhinf

-"

Dlf.MlbU

Shield
I Wind
J.
B!.linqiC

Glass-Lumb- er

O.
!1 Bootb

tint

LCMRKB

Street.

CO.

Fbune i03.

There's relief
m every jar of

For Service. Quality and Prices

RESIQOL

Fhon

They Can't Beat Us

Duke City Cleaners
46.

1209 North

Fourth

WINDOW SHADES I
Gumaiitecd Rollers and Shade
Cloth. Let us give you su
estimate.

ANDERSON BROS.
Phone

370-- J

CHICKEN DINNER
TONIGHT
chicken dinner at
tonight. Served at (I and
m., Tuesday and ThursMake
reservations
before
days.
10:80 dinner day. Dinners, It. 25.
MIKAMOXTES - ON . THE MESA

Est a
at 7 p.

Mlra-mont-

CONSTIPATION
BILIOUSNESS

Headache

INDIGESTION

Stomach Trouble
--

SOLD EVERYWHERE

C. H. CARNES
IN OCXXAB
REFRACTION
107 8. Fourth.
Phone 1057-T6PEC1AI-IS-

(By Tbr Associated Preu.)
San Francisco. Calif.. June 26.
e
Dr. Georae
Michaells.
chancellor of the German empire,
arrived here todav from Tokio on
board the Japanese liner tfhinyo
Maru. Dr Michaells' visit to America ts to studv prohibition and investigate the welfare worlf for the
student bodies of the larger educational institutions.
While in Tokio in May, Dr.
Michaells suffered n serious illness
which compelled him to postpone
the date of sailing for America,
The white poplar can be used
as a natural lightning rod.
war-tim-

MOTHERS AND.

- DAUGHTERS
Read This Letter from

Mr.
Grienville,

O

II Protect Yonr Health

Famous Sulphur
Hot Springs

tSmlltry Kit)
PREVENTIVE

StTZ&r
CATARRH

J Hi AnriFR)

Now under new management who assures better
accommodations than ever
before. Hotel has been

I1" r-

oi

All

rwtMiiM

Drurgistior
,

NwVr

LUMBER

thoroughly renovated.
Stage, round trip Sulphur

GLASS
CEMENT

Springs $18.00
For further information,
phone 907-- J or call at
203 South Second street,
Albuquerque.
C. TARTAGLIA,

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

Proprietor
Sulphur Springs Hotel

I y

423 North First Street

W. S. Hughes
Del.

"I

was under

the impression that my eldest daugh- iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiniii ier naa someasunurever

K

T

(

WAR TIME CHANCELLOR
OF GERMANY IN U. S.

1

7

nal trouble
since the first time
her sickness appeared she had to

an to bed and

even had to quit
icnooi once lor a
week. I always

take Lydia .
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

rnvself an T ffave
lit tA hmr inn aha
has received great benefit from it.
You can use this letter for a testimonial if you wish, as I cannot say
too much about what your medicine

hasdoneformeandformy daughter.''

Mrs. Wm.S.Hughes, Greenville, Del.
Mother! and oftentimes grandand have
have taken
mothers
1 4U
!,
ryf T i7dl V. Pink.
Compound. So they
ham's Vegetable
i.L
a.Uam
;;... wuuiwu.
recommendj un jnou;ic
Th- - twmf. font, of nnv medicine is
what it has done for others." For
nearly "fifty years we have pub- 1

ters, and women, young and old,
They Know wnai

Compound.
mem uuu

it uiu tor

neighborhood are women who 0know
of its .great value.;
,i'-!l-

iuuu."
to

DENTAL PROFESSION
NO LONGER DEVOTED
TO SAVING MOLARS

II or

I

smiling and happy
to breakfast

Scampering feet answer the call of Post
Toasties appetites eager for the goodness

ASK fUK

iv

STRONG
BROS.
furniture
We believe it is a fact

That
We are selling furniture
at from 20 to 33
less than the same goods
are sold for in Lo Angeles.
1--

3

That
The same applies to "some
of the great department
stores of Chicago.

And

That

We are on an .equal basis
with the large retail
stores of Kansas City and
St. Louis.
Our prices are more than
reasonable, in fact:

GENUINE BARGAINS.
Strong Blk, Copper at 2d

Our Great Urge

There are 12,000,000 boys and girls under ten
years of age inthe United States, 82 per cent of
whom are compelled to leave school before finishing the eighth grade in order to help bear the family burdens. ,
Here is a. great patriotic and humanitarian opportunity to challenge the soul of any man or public service institution. Our
society has
accepted this challenge and passed it along to each
and every one of us in the splendid special effort
of underwriting a Higher Education for American
Boys and Girls. Here is something to stir the hearts
of us to lift our vision to fill our souls with the
real urge of service. Destiny is an Inscrutable
thing. No man may actually see the events of the
future. The boy or girl for whose education you
are instrumental in having provision made, may be
the great inventor, the renowned poet, the master
statesman, the world leader of the years to come.
Our hearts thrill with pride in our society,
which has risen to such heights of service and,
given us opportunity to take the hands of little
children in a promise that future years shall not
deny them their chance to go fully equipped Into
the battle for success. We feel that we are carrying an added responsibility, and we have been
given a tremendous privilege. We are walking
d
with destiny. Because of what we
do now many a man and woman from the heights
of happiness of the future years will look back to
the service we have rendered and call us blessed.
As men and wflmen we have, a sacred duty to
!
perform. The only solution for the ills of the
world, we carry in our hands Education. Let us
remember the great Master who said : "Inasmuch
as you do it unto one of the least of these, my
v
,'
brethren, you do it unto Me."
We feel that we are doing the nation k real
service when we underwrite the Higher Education,
of its Boys and Girls.
Surely there is some boy or girl in this country
of ours whom you wfyh to have the advantages we
are offering.
Fill in the attached blank today and full details of our plan will be furnished you.
'
big-heart-

hand-in-han-

--

--

The Equitable Life Assurance
Society of the United States

!

;

NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK
Edwin L. Grose, Manager District of New Mexico,
. 114 South Third Street, Albuquerque, N. M.
Please send me details of your plan for the college education of a child now.
(Signed)

Address

Date

e

.

...years

............,

...........................

V. ,

;

--

old.
t"fl

..iy.,-.-''

0
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TO RECLAIM 200,000

MOVEMENT

Mil E

ACRES OF RIO GRANDE VALLEY
BOTTOMS GETS UNITED SUPPORT
Meeting to Perfect Permanent Organization
of Irrigation District Attended By Citizens
of Four Counties and Governor of State;
Directors Are Named.
and determination
- Enthusiasm
to bring about the reclamation of
the lands of tho Middle Rio
Grande valley marked the meeting at the Chamber of Commerce
last night at which permanent
organization of a drainagro district to comply with the require- fedments of the
oral aid bill was gotten well under way.
Representative land
owners and business men of tho
White Rock cantho
from
valley,
yon to San Marclal, wero present
and brought encouraging: reports
of tho support the movement is
being given all along the river.vaIt was brought out by the
rious speakers that the project
Includes flood control, drainage
and irrigation, and a part of the
burden will be carried by general
taxation of the communities to
receive the benefits, so that tho
landowners will not be required
It
to bear the entire exense.
was further made clear that uncarried
less this project
is
through to completion there will
be a depreciation of production
and of land values and ever inmenace
flooJ
from
creasing
waters.
As to the value of the project
to the entire valley, various men
addressed
the
who
meeting
showed that 200,000 acres will be
reclaimed and Irrigated; that tho
Increased production
will more
than meet the costs of
tion and maintenance
and pro
duce a good profit; that the increase in valuation and output
will nmiAnr tha nrcn Ih rtT tun
Rio
that the Middle
state;
Grande valley will become tho
garden spot of tho west.
Directors Are Kleelcd.
' The
committee of the
of the
temporary . organization
Middle Rio Grande association,
under whose auspices the meeting was held, reported, and byThese relaws were adopted.
quire the selection of a board of
directors composed of five men
from each of the counties of
Sandoval, Bernalillo, Valencia and
Socorro. The board of directors
is to elect the president, vice
president, secretary and treasurer
of the permanent
association.
This board, which was selected
is
to meet In Albulast night,
querque on June 29, at 2 o'clock,
Tho
and select the officers.
board also will elect an execuof
five
which
men
committee
tive
will have charge of the affairs of
the district and handle matters
.that must come up quickly when
it is Impossible to assemble the
whole board of directors.
(
The board of directors, which
was nominated by a committee
composed of ,T. H. Smith, Abran
Abeyta, J. L. Tondre,
Philip
Jaegels, and Frank A. Hubbell,
was elected unanimously.
It is as
follows;
t Valencia county
Eduardo Otero
Los Lunos; II. Kmory Davis,
Los Lunas; Procopio Silva; Tome;
Manuel Garcia, Belen, and Jose
Cordova, Jarales.
Sandoval county Manuel Ar-Pena Blanca;
Francisco
jo,
Miera, Algodones; Francisco C.
de Baca, Bernalillo;
Charles
Brown. Bernalillo; Adolph Vohs,
Bernalillo.
Bernalillo county B. C. Her
nandez. Ross Merritt, Jesus Ro
and
mcro, Charles S. White
Frank A. Hubbell, all of Albu
querquc.
Socorro county C. T. Brown,
Mellclo
F.
Bremer,
Apodaca,
Smith-McNa-

,

by-la-

CUFFERERS from
will find quick relief
from a few doses of Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
It oivaa von artificially the

.0

nd the lack of

prived you of

will find it much more effective
than chewing tablets and flavored

candies.
DR. CALDWELL'S

SYRUP PEPSIN
THE FAMILY LAXATIVE
Dr. Cildwell'i Syrup Pepsin contains ingredients effective in dyspepsia and constipation. It is a combination of Egyptian Senna and other
simple laxative herbs with pepiin.
The formula ia on the package. It has
been successfully used for 30 years.
Try it I One bottle will prove Its worth.
HALF-OUNC- E
BOTTLE FREE

if

Few escape constipation, so even
you do
not rtquire a laxative at this moment Ut me
tend you
HaltOunce Trial Bottle of my
Syrup Pepsin FREE OF CHARGE so that
you uriU have it handy when needed. Simply
send your name anaidadrest to Or. W. B.
Caldwell, 514 Washington St., MonticeUo,
111. Write me
today.

a

Society

forever 75 years has
relied upon Gouraud'i
Oriental Cream to keep
the skin and complex,
ion in perfect condition
through the stress of
the season's activities;
Send IS c for
Trial Stem
FEID.T. HOPKINS A SON
new ions

ikt

4ri

ii

Abran Abeyta and Ed S. Staple-toof Socorro.
B. C. Hernandez,
president of
the temporary organization, presided.
In addition to the many
representatives present from other points in the valley, a large
number of Albuquerque business
men and valley land owners were
present.
Governor M. C. Mechem came
down from Santa Fe to explain
that the project is not only of
value to tho people of the valley
but also to the entire state. ConNestor Montoya w?.s
gressman
present to outline the provisions
y
of the
bill, which
he said was certain to pass at
the regular session of congress
teginninsr in December, and io
urge the valley land owners to
organize a drainage district and
be ready to make request for federal aid at the earliest possible
moment.
Organization Well Under Way,
Manager M. L. Fox of the Chamber of Commerce, who is also
of tho temporary organization, stated that organization work
has been pushed in the four counties and that support has been received wherever it has been asked.
About $1,000 has been paid in by
members, and a large number in
addition can be enlisted.
Hurtling Supports U.H.
Mr. Montoya stated that the
bill has the support
of President Harding, all the western representatives and senators,
many of tha members of congress
from eastern states. He said that
eastern congressmen have been interested In the bill because of the
possibilities of Increased business
with the west and south when population and production have been
built up by reclamation.
He
showed a map and circular letter
that has been circulated among
the members of congress showing
that In one year eastern markets
shipped 7,987 carloads of manufactured products to the Salt river
valley project farmers in Arizona,
demonstrating to easterners
the
value of western development.
Mr. Montoya stressed the importance of forming an Irrigation district at once, as it is only through
the proper functioning of such a
board In presenting surveys, estimates of approximate costs, value
of lands, number of acres to be
reclaimed, and all other details,
that any part of the J350.000.000
Smlth-McNar-

sec-rota-

Smlth-McNa-

appropriated by the
bill can be obtained.

Smith-McNar-

cocdhant

w eIi' VourS'li." Mechem.
ine Washington end of it." said
;
Governor Mechem. "h,,
sell the project to ourselves.
We

Jha

br,nS

1,8

tn "nlted

a" me people of ValenT""'
cia Bernalillo,
Socorro and

counties."
The governor
fact that the Project
"a
to tho entire
value
in''tsItima
?. V fIs. aid the cost W0U11 be
distributed proportionately to all
property, including the cities, by
taxation.
Senator H. B. Holt, of Us Cruces,
who took a prominent
in the
formation and success part
of the reclamation project at Elephant
Butte, told the meeting that many
obstacles had to be overcome in
that section, but that the results
had been worth-theffort and the
cost.
He said that the
value of the lands of thepotential
middle
Rio Grande if reclaimed is
$200 an acre; if unreclaimed easily
it is
worth almost nothing. This is the
richest and most fertile section of
the state, he said.
Sidney Well, when called upon,
said that Indian
lands will
bear the cost, as appropriationshelp
already have been made for that
purpose. He urged going ahead as
rapidly as is consistent with Kmin1
Judgment. Mr. Well said the person.
noi oi me Doara guaranteed businesslike procedure.
Ha said th
extra production will equal the cost.
rranK A. uMell said he favored
the project, if the cost is not confiscatory,
G. W. Kin
of San Marnlal an 1,1
the project is worth the money in
flood protection.
J. L. Tondre, of
Los Lunas, favored the project and
promised nis support. Colonel G.
E. Breece pointed out that the. re- clamatlonvof river lands will make
adjoining pasture lands of greater
value and predicted a time when
New Mexico cattle will be fattened
and killed here Instead of being
sent to Kansas for finishing, with
a great saving of money and in
crease or the state's wealth. Chairman Walton, of the city commit-jiospoke l&vorlng the project.
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AND

AN AIRPLANE

CRASH

(Br The Associated Press.)
Los Angeles, June 26. A collision .between an airplane and
an automobile was reported to
city and county officials today.
Edmund C. Kossub. who drove
the motor car, told the authorities that the plane damaged tho
car slightly and caused his moth
er sister and a cousin riding with
him to suffer from shock.
He
said that the aviator stnnnnd. hut
declined to give his name and
address or to explain why he was
riying so low over a boulevard.
The aviator then flew away.

mam
i..
19
Dr. Bairn Baa absolui
proof that tu
berculosis can be hmlfd In all climates
Results
One woman, Mra. Mary W. Aid- by THB INHALANT METHOD.
For fjrther particulars ridge of Alabama, merely smiles
ire. naUnn-wld- s.
ddraes THB INHALANT METHOD CO., when mention is. made of "swat
Suits 0 Union Leasu Bide. Key No, the
fly." Mrs. Aldridge some time
Calif.
13, Los Angeles,
ago was a guest of a hotel in Mont
gomery.

R

OSE COLD
Attacks made mcrw

fldurabls

by inhaling vapors of

visas
-

War IT Million

Jan

UntJ rrarb

Another

guest

became

disturbed by flies and began chasing them. He "swatted" one with
a towel which dislocated a screen
In a window. The screen hit a skylight and the skylight hit Mrs. Aldridge. 'Now she Is $2,500 richer
by award of the court for injuries
suffered by her dignity and anatomy, r
Journal JVsnt Ads Bring Results,

TO

U. S.

Hillcrest Country Club, Kansas
City, Mo., June 26 (by the Asso
dated Press). With scores of 72
each, one under par, for the course,
Harrison R. Johnston of St. Paul
and Ira L. Couch of Glenview, Chicago, led the field today in the first
18 holes of the qualifying round of
the annual western golf champion
ship tournament being played over
the Hillcrest country club course
here. Considering the fact that 32
players shot under 80, which Is a
remarkable performance and goes
to show the splendid class of en
tries, it is likely it will take about
158 to land in the championship

Wife of
Illinois

ALPHA CHI OMEGAS
HOLDING CONVENTION
Colorado Springs, Colo.; June 26
With 300 delegates and visitors
from the 45 chapters of Alpha Chi
Omega, national sorority, in attend
ance, the annual convention got
under way here today. Mrs. Shel- rtnn n. Graff of Boston, president
is presiding at the sessions, which
will continue through Saturday. Alpha Chi Omega was founded at Dea
Pauw university in 1885 and has
membership Of 5.500.

MRS. WAF1REN
IS RESTORED

ID

REMEMBER

the Governor

This Is the Las! Week of Our

of

Succumbs, Sur-

rounded By Her Husband
and Three Children.
(By The Associated Press.)

Kankakee, 111.. June 26 (by the
Len
Mrs.
Associated Press).
Small, wife of Governor Small of
Illinois, died this morning.
Mrs. Small was stricken with
apoplexy Saturday night during the
excitement incident to the celebration by friends and fellow townsmen of the
governor's acquittal
that afternoon at Waukegan. 111.
With her at the time of her
death was the governor and their
Leslie and Butld
three children,
Small and Mrs. A. E. Ingllsh, all
of Kankakee.
The long trial of nine weeks at
Waukegan, where the governor was
charged with conspiracy to defraud
the state of Interest on public
funds during his term as state
treasurer several years ago, had
been a heavy strain on both the
Snvernor and his wife. Mrs. Small,
however, had borne up under the
strain exceedingly well, it had apand
peared, until she was stricken
sank into the governor's arms as
the noise of the celebrators filled
the neighborhood about their home
Saturat the Joyous
day.
Mrs.
attended
who
Physicians
Small offered no hope for her recovery and throughout Sunday nnd
last night she lay in a coma as ther
governor and their sons nnd daueh-tcwatched by the bedside. The
her.
governor refused to leave December
Mrs. .Small was born
of
Jlr. nnd
the
IT. lSfil,
daughter
Mrs Charles Moore of Kankakee
county, and had lived virtually her
cnilrr. life in thin county.
Mrs. Small nnd the governor
were married November 11. 8S3.
Besides the governor and the two
Mrs.
daughter.
sons and their
Small Is survived by her mother.
Mrs. Moore a sister, Mrs. George
u a- - Knth of- K'nnkakee, and
Ufc ll II. . l
two brothers, Bert Moore of WalClaude
nut. Creek. Calif., and
Moure of pompeys Tillar, Mont.or
Governor Small H publisher
the Kankakee .Republican.
home-comin-

pi

vr

SILL

FROM APOPLEXY

GOLF

flight of 32 players.
of
The performance
young
Couch was a remarkable one. He
consistent
and
gos
shot
golf today
sip around the locker rooms is that
the young star may prove the one
to take the measure of the present
champion in this tournament.
Johnston also played splendid
golf and had one six, on the sixth
hole, which Couch made in four.
Couch had one birdie and one eagle
on the first nine, shooting the
fourth in three, par for the hole
being five. On the second nine he
Johnston shot
had two birdies.
three hole in one under par each
on the first nine. On the second
he had one birdie.
Charles "Chick" Evans of Edge- water, Chicago, present cnampion,
turned in a card of 76.
S. rjavisson Herron of Chicago
who won the national title a few
years ago. got away to a had start
on the first nine and finally turned
In n card of 78.
George von Elm of Salt Lake
champion
City,
and a dangerous contender for the
title, shot 73. He piayea steaay.
consistent golf, his score being par
fnr th course.
Ray Ouimet, Kansas City, last
medalist in the western ama
teur tournament, shot 76; he was
tlert hv Justice Tuttle ot Mliourn
Kansas City; Alexander Graham
Wellington. Kansas state champion and Dexter Cumrilngs of Onwentsia, Chicago.

EN

DIES SUDDENLY

LEAD

AT

IS 1

Baron Arezzano and his wife.
Baroness
Avezzano, formerly
Miss Marie Jacquelin Taylor of St,
Louis, again may grace social affairs in Washington's diplomatic
circles. It is reported that ner husband, Baron Romano Avezzano, former ambassador to the United
States, may be reassigned to the
post to succeed Vittorio Rolandi
Riccl, now on hi3 way to Italy.

THOUSANDS JOI

7 LOTS OF BRASSIERES AND BAHDEAOX

29c

79c
59c
$1.39
$1.89 $2.19 $2.99
Today Is the Day the Yard Goods
nants Go on Sale at Big Savings

Don't"8forgcl
aud
jour
II"

(By The Assnclated Press.)

FIELD

R0BU5TJIEALTI

I

M

Boston, June 26. Judge Landis,
his
baseball commissioner, made tovIMt to this city
official
first
MARSHAL day and before the American
league game talked to the players
of the Boston and New York
clubs about their conduct on and
Crowds Stand for Hours in off the field. He cautioned them
particularly against gambling and
a Drizzling Rain to Watch added:
. .
..
"A man may gain special Diof
Procession
Funeral
stinction by getting up to see the
sun rise, but never by staying up
British Hero.
to see it rise."
Ixmilon. .Tunc 26 (by the8
Associated Press.) A vcrdirt
of wilful murder against
James Connolly ami Jumes
O'Brien was returned litis af- tcrnoon by the coroner's jury
in the inquest into tho killing
of Ield Marshal Sir Henry
Hughes Wilson, assassinated
Iftrt. Thiirsdnv.

95c $1.45 $1.95 $2.95
$3.95 $5.95 $7.95 $9.95

1

LANDIS
ON VISITT0 BOSTON

TO

8 BIG LOTS OF STANDARD CORSETS

g

COMMISSIONER

IN' TRIBUTE

entire stock' of Warner and La Camille Corsets as
as many odds and ends of miscellaneous makes in
this great June corset clearance. livery size and style available. Too many to describe. Divided into eight big lots. But
don't delay, this is the last week of the sale the last week"
to effect the unusual savings.

OUR

MAN IS KILLED

TRYING

WHEN
TRAIN

TOH0P

e r

o c

em- -

flcar the newest records In
Rose n w aid's

r

the j
nre au additional .1 per
ont Mixing on
what you buj
at It o s e
Ktamps

large,

airy

cool,

third-floo- r

phono-

graph depart-

ment. Largest
stock In the
Southwest.
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MYSTERY STIL

lllll

Fort Sumner, N. M.. June 28.
VOTES
MINER
Daugherty, whose home
VEILS SHOOTING
Is near Estancia, was picked up
a
few days ago after a
Tolar
near
Salt Lake City Woman Says
train he had tried to board had
run over him. He was brought to
She Has Gained Fifteen
COUNTED
OF CONTRACTOR
this city and later taken to
where he died as preparaPounds Since Taking
tions were being made for an
Tanlac and Is the Picture
(XSy Tha Associated Press.)
operation. Daugherty was about
A. Hirsch and
22 years of age, and was making Both Oscar
'
of Health.
(By The Assnrlntrd Tress.)
Ta., Juno 2fi.
Wilkesbarre,
fields.
His
to
harvest
his
the
Associway
Pull-e28
the
0
(by
d Assured the support of the
London, June
Wife Deny That She
ARE YOU PLANNING?
cut off, and he
was
arm
the
right
Londoners
miners who
by
union
anthracite
ated
Press.)
"I feel so well and happy I hundreds
Desuffered other injuries.
What is your plan? Do
After
the
thousands
remained
have
under
of
today
paid
suspension
Trigger
want to tell everybody about the
of work since last April 1, the
want to get into the
wonderful good Tanlac did me so tribute to the late Field Marshal
you
From
a
toParty.
scale
victim
committee
parting
general wage
others may be helped like I was," Sir Henry Hughes Wilson,
world and debusiness
referthe
stood
began
day
For
tabulating
hours, thpy
said Mrs. M. J. Warren, 513 Post of assassins.
endum Just completed and preBj Tht Assoclnted rrpss.)
monstrate that you have
patiently in line in a drizzling rain CALOMEL GOOD
street, Salt Lake City, Utah.
26
the
N.
Y.. June
(by
Freeport,
pared for declaration of an actual
"My health broke down seven to watch the solemn funeral probusiness brains?
Is it
Associated Press.) The mysterious strike.
years ago and in spite of every- cession makins its way to the
Plans were laid for the founthe
from
your desire to study that
thing I did I kept growing worse. sound of muffled drums
shooting of Oscar A. Hirsh, wealthy dation of a "war chest" with
I was eating barely enough to field marshal's late home In Eaton
electrical contractor, on the lawn a financial campaign
you may work intelligentDUT NEXT DOSE of
the home of Reine Davles, form- out the principal cities throughkeep alive and what little I ate Place to St. Paul's cathedral. The
of the
ly? We are here to help
gave me great distress afterwards, three mile route was choked with
er movie actress, late Saturday east and the
public solicitation of
and I lost considerable weight. I spectntors and traffic was at a
night, today took another turn
you.
to
funds
enable the mlnerB "to
slept very poorly and in the standstill.
when Mrs. Hazel Hirsh, released on carry the present situation to vicSt. Paul's square never held so
..ornlngs felt so miserable it was
bail after having heen accused of tory."
ATE
SAL
MAY
all I could do to drag myself out many people since the funeral of
shooting her husband, took him
The committee did not
Keep .on Reading Mr.
of bed.
homo from the Mineola hospital to authorize the substitution officially
Edward in 1910, while outof the
Educator's Talks.
"It took Tanlac only a short King
nurse
him back to health.
side Sir Henry's home as the proword
for
"strike"
"suspension"
time to completely overcome my cession started a great multitude
Both Mr. and Mrs. Hirsh denied the term by which was designated
a
In
troubles, however, and today I had assembled, former officers and It is Mercury, Quicksilver, she had pulled the trigger
the walkout ordered by the United
am iiks a nirterent person,
I
scuffle after their departure from Mine Workers of America
being conspicuous amongst
nearly
Shocks
and
Attacks
Liver
but
have gained fifteen pounds in soldiers
Miss
Davles,
a
party given by had fired the three months ago.
with
them. The throng stood
said
who
weight and my friends sav I am bared heads as
neither
vote
The
of the miners was deYour Bones
the cortege formed
the very picture of health. Tan-lac- e and
shot whether Mr. Hirsh or a third' clared to be "almost unanimouspassed on toward the rathed-ra- l.
was certainly a blessing to
party.
Throughout the city all flags
me.
that far ly" in favor of strike action.
Calomel salivation Is horrible.
Mrs. Hirsh declared
Tanlao ia sold by all good were at half mast and everywhere It swells the tongue, loosens the from firing the shot, she was doing
Paris, June 26 (by the Associated
in the empire the day was one of
Adv.
druggists
starts rheumatism. "everything possSDje to prevent it." Press.)
Prince
Albert
Honor
national mourning, even from far teeth and
the
in
well
known
is
who
no
a
reason
Hirsh,
why
person
Charles of Monaco, the smallest
off New Zealand coming word that There's
defended
theatrical
town's
colony,
should
take
in
sickening, salivating
the world, died here
principality
minute guns would be fired dur.
calomel when a few cents buys a his wife. Ann'r
ing the funeral.
fhlnlr Id be fool this afternoon.
'V
Liver
ot
Dodson's
bottle
large
In northern Ireland, the home of
to come back to a wife who
the slain soldier, there were special Tone a perfect substitute for cal- enough
ne
Is a pleasant vegetable had shot me, do your- she whb
was
manifestations
of grief, and me- omel. It
by his attorney. "If
AfID SO WEAK morial services were held in most liquidaswhich willas start your liverit quoted
the kind of a woman who should1
but
Just
calomel,
surely
of the churches.
would she be the kind
doesn't make you sick and can shoot, shield?
could
not salivate.
Is
"It
silly for any one to think
Calomel is a dangerous drug,
North Carolina Lady Says STATE WIDE PRIMARY
that I would do anything to harm
feel
it
make
besides
you
may
Mrs. Hirsh said.
10 BE HELD IN NORTH weak, sick and nauseated tomor- myOurhusband."
Her Suffering- Was ReTHE GREATEST SENSATION
have been tcl
relations
DAKOTA WEDNESDAY row. Don't lose a day's work. Take close.
Liver
Dodson's
Tone
T
a
was not
lieved By the Assistance
spoonful of
Uu tinahanrl bnnwH
Instead and you will wake up responsible in any way for his be
Br The Associated Press.)
of Cardui. Now PicBismarck, N. D June 26. Vot- feeling great. No salts necessary. ing shot, ana Knows i uia everyers of North Dakota will ballot in Tour druggist says if you don't thing possible to avoid his being
a state wide
elected find Dodson's Liver Tone acts bet- shot by trying to save him."
ture of Health.
primary
Assistant District Attorney Elvin
Wednesday.. The outstanding con- ter than treacherous calomel your
SINCE THE MUSIC MASTER
test for the republican United money is waiting for you.
N. Edwards, who has charge of th
States senatorial nomination does
investigation, stated that, so far
his Inquiries had shown no traces
not present a clear cut issue as beFletcher, N. C. "I waa very
of anything but a quiet Saturday
and suffered so muoh each tween
leaguers and
on tne Davles lawn
night partyshnntlne.
month with most terrible bearing-dow- n those opposed to the league.
He said, how
tha
The unusual situation grew out
HEALS
writes
Mns. Lizzie of the decision of tho state convenpains,"
ever, that there were several de
"
REDPATH-HORNEPRODUCTION WITH
ne
ciearea up Bemust
which
tails
Moore, of Route 1, this place. "I tion of tho independents or
of
the
shooting
real
story
fore
the
NEW
YORK
CAST
not to endorse a candiwould havo to go to bed. These
could be determined.
pains weakened me ra I wouldn't date forIn the senatorial post, ns diconcerned the
One, he said,
SEVERE
the ranks was admittedbe able to stand up. Mv kneaa vision
Hirsh,
finding of two revolvers.
ly threatened by any definite elecwould get nervous and weak.
the nrosecutor said, admitted own
"My back felt like it would tion.
both.
Porter J. McCumber, Incumbent, On Mother's Body. Caused Her ingOne
break, and such miserable headis a ,32 caliber and the other
chairman of tho state finance comaches!
One shot bad been
.25 caliber.
a
To
Could
Not
Scratch.
AT
Sleep.
"Sometimes I would go alx weeks mittee who has endorsed Governor
fired from each gun.
to three months without... I suf- It. A. Nestos, independent for
rru.
Alhai. hnlhAranniA nmnt. Mr.
"
was
mother
troubled
My
with
Mrs
fered at the time Just the same.
is opposing Lynn J,
said, concerned
Edwards
"I knew I needed a good medi- Frasier, for six years
breaking out of pimples on her body. Hirsh.. She appeared at a nearms
cine. I tried teas, and yet didn't
governor of the state, In the The itching waa very severe and before a police Judge with one eye
t..rc.A
republican
will in it did not appear
get better.
contest. caused her to scratch, which seemed
senatorial
"A lady frierid told me of Car- Ormsby McHarir. of Tn most nw n
to make tha breaking out spread, to be a regular "black eye," It waB
dui. 1 began using it. Afttr about also is a candidate.
and she could not sleep rood at cut and aiscoiorea.
bo iar, no atthree months I became regulated;
has been made to explain it,
tempt
night.
waa much better. I scd it on for DEMPSEY AND
'The trouble lasted about four Mr. Edwaras asseriea.
WILLS
some time.
weeks. 8be tried several remedies
"I belies j I would have gotten
WONT MEET BEFORE
but none of them were successful.
BOY IS KILLED WHEN
SAVOY HOTEL ELMS HOTEL
down If 1 had not used Cardui. In
began using Cuticura Soap and
1923, SAYS RICKARD She
UPSET
IS
fact, I believe it saved my life. I
CAR
RACING
Ointment and after using one cake
am now the picture of health; color
304 North First St. '
Opp. Santa Fe Depot
Soap and one box of Ointment
New York, .luni
good, and am like a different perii.mn. of
to
The
Journal.)
Correspondence
(Spoclal
son.
sey and Harry Wllls'wlll not meet she waa completely healed. "(Signed)
(
Clovis, N. M.. June 26. While
Richard Broclanan, R. 3, Hunts-vill- a,
"I am glad to recommend Car- j.ur me neavyweignt championship
i'LVEST ROOMS IN THE STATE. STEAM HEAT. HOT AND
racing In an automobile against
Missouri.
dui, for It cured me, and I want before 1923. bAmnu
n,. ,urti.
two boys on horseback, Arthur
COLD WATER. ALL OUTSIDE ROOMS.
others to know what a friend to cultles connected with staging the
Use Cuticura for every --day toilet
Paxton, aged 8. and his stepweak women It ia."
Tex Rickard an- Paxton were thrown to
uuumi,
father,
Bathe
Rates: Single, Jl and $1.60; double, $1.60 and $1.00.
Transient
with Soap, soothe
purposes.
Cardui has helped thousands of nuunceu lomgnt, Rickard ana with
the ground when their car upset.
Ointment, dust with Talcum.
With bath, single. $2.00 and $i.50; double, $2.50 and $3.00.
suffering women. From every state managers Of the twn Vtnvor nra tssrtlslssk
The boy was killed and the man
and many foreign countries, wom- expected to sign articles tomorrow
tasty Msg. AMrtK(MlraatsV
received a broken arm and InjurWeekly Rates: With or without private bath. $4.00 to $1S.00
en write enthusiastic praise of Car- ior a ooui in 1823 with u provision miietm. SmcMc. Olntsuntsiuaias. Tataamaa.
ies which may cause his death.
per week.
dui. All druggists sell Cardui. for giving the promoter until Juno 30,
VCBtfrajre Soap (havaa withoM mum. The accident occurred on the
I
women, .
Melrose road Sunday morning.
iv. a io name the site.
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San-

doval

AN AUTOMOBILE

FIELD

FORMER ITALIAN
AMBASSADOR MAY

RETURN

CH 1CAGQAN

y

If this work
in advance, there will be
i?done
little delay in getting the
project
approved, Mr. Montoya said. All
applications are to go through the
department of the interior. Mr
Montoya said, and New Mexico has
a friend in the
secretary of the interior, former Senator A. B. Fall
of this state.
'tn'tu ,S matter of fe and death
entire Rio Grande valley
from the White Rock canyon
to
BUUe'" Mr- - Mont"
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"HE'LL BE FASTER
THAN I AM," SAYS CHICAGO PLAYS
PADDOCK OP STAR
UPHILL' BATTLE;

RUTH GETS HIS
8TH HOMER AID

fK WINS

NEW

ndians

Hoffman,
Shawkey, p.

.

4

0

1
2

9

0

1

1

0

3

0

Totals

.35

6 11

27

9

2

jston.
AB. R. If. PO. A.

,44
,4
,

1
1
0

3
1

0

3

17

0

0
0
0
0

3
3

1

K.
0
'
1
0

0

,411270
,411030
,401100
,4

Ruel, c
Pittenger, ss.
Quinn, p. . . .

,3
.3
,1

0
0
0

0
0

1

0

8
1

0

0

0

.........

Eddie Sudden in action.
Charlie Paddock, conceded to be
the greatest runner in the world,
is training Eddie Sudden, Stanford
university star, to beat the records
Paddock hung up. And Charlie be
lieves Sudden will surpass bis
marks.

lit 'FdML

;&aalandi$
AMERICAN I,F.AGI K.

Two-bas-

Cleveland. 6; St. Louis, 0.
Cleveland, Juno 26. St. Louis
was unable to hit Coveleskie effectively and Cleveland won 6the
to
gams of tho series today out
' 0.firstThe
Indians waited I'ruett
and when he put tho ball over,
bunched their hits. KUerbe's sensational fielding held down the
Indians' score. Score:
St. 1auR
AB. R. H. PO. A. E
.
.'3 0 01 01 04
Tobln, rf
4
0
Oerber. sa
0
4
115 0
Sisler, lb
0
0
1
0
4
Williams, If .
1
3
0
0
4
McManus, 2b ..
jacobson, cf ... . 4 0 00 33 00
0
3
Severeid, o
8
1
3
2
0
Ellerbe, 3b
1
0
0
1
3
Truett, p
0
0
0
1 0
xCnllins
!

.....

2
0
6 24 16
33
Totals
x Batted for Pruett in ninth,
Cleveland.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
0
0
5
1
1
1
If
Evanf,
Wambsganss, 2b 3 1 1 3 2 00
1
0
2
Speaker, cf . . . . 3 2
Gardner, 3b ... 3 0 1 1 1 0

J.

ss....

3

1

4
Mclnnis. lb
Wood, rf ....... 4
4
O'Neill, c
Coveleskie, p . . 4

0
0
0

Sewcll,

...

1
2
3
0

2

4

3
1
9

0
0
1

33
9
0
6 12 27
Totals
By innings:
000 000 0000
St. Louis
001 040 lOx 6
Cleveland
e
hits PruSummary:
ett, 'Wambsganss, Wood, Evans.
Three-bas- e
hit Coveleskie. Stolen
bases Jacobson. Double plays
McManus
and Sisler. Base
Ellerbe,
on balls Oft Pruett, 2; Coveleskie,
3.
Struck out By Pruett, 2; Coveleskie, 6.

New York
Detroit
Chicago . . .
Washington
Cleveland . .
Boston
Philadelphia

Philadelphia, 0; Boston, S.
Philadelphia. Pa., Juno 26.
climbed out of last place
1nday by taking its fifth straight
from
victory
Boston, 9 to B.
Score:
R. II. E.
100 101 2005 10
Boston
0 15
134
001
00x
2
Philadelphia.
Batteries: Miller, Watson, Braxton and Gowdy, Gibson; Ring and
Henline.
, Jifo'
1

of the Sorbonme,
Paris, has Invented a process for
seasoning timber by the use of
ozone. The process Is said to give
the same result in about 20 days
as would naturally be obtained in
the course of several years.
A professor

S.S.S. Fills Out
Hollow Cheeks,

31
32
34
36
36

34

I

Xv

JLGiib.
-

3

1
1
0
0
0
2
0

33

7

5
3

Duncan,

w

i

mm

,638
.608
Totals
.600
.483
.400 Flack, rf
.377 Smith, ct

si

Boston

38

mm

ZJfrm

m

w

3.

WESTERN LEAGUE.
Denver, 14; Pes Moines, 3.
Tulsa, 2; St. Joseph, 9.
No others scheduled.
WEST TEXAS LEAGUE.
.
Score:
R. H. E.
7 11

t

Abilene
9 11
4
Batteries:
Wetzel and Shaw;
Hayes and Burt.
Score:
R. H. E.
1
9
Lubbock
4
8 H
San Angelo
i
Batteries: Ward, Cantrill, Morgan and Battle; Badger and Alexander.
Score:
r. h. E.
7
4

8

3

i

Batteries: Richburg and Curren;
Conley and Edwards.
Score:
R. H. E.
Amarlllo
4 10
6
6 8 3
Ranger
Batteries: Morton. Smith and
Byers; Phillips and Clayton.
Score Second game:
R. H. E
Lubbock
3
4 2
San Angelo
5 g
4
Batteries: Cantrell. Morgan and
Larnshnw; Cocke nnd Robertson.

TheHive
By NORMAN K. BROWN.
'un It Re
That we will be reading some
day of the exploits of the diamond
of another Ed Walsh son of the

famous spltball king

who

made

Man and women, whether yon win baseball history with the White Sox
ever build yourself up to your normal, years
ago ;
lust-rts- ht
weight depends on the numWe may be. For the vounr tail
In your blood. That'
ber of blood-eel- la
all there la to It It's a scientific fact has already drawn the attention of
It your blood-ce- ll will factory isn't work-i- n big league fans by his spectacular
be
thin, pncning.
right, yon
your blood will be In disorder, and
Hurling for the South Xferlden.
will
be broken out Conn.,
face
your
perhaps
semi-pr- o
team recently
with pimples, blackheads and erupyoung Walsh struck out 14 men
tions. B. B. S. - keeps your blood-ce- ll
did
not
and
Issue
a
full time.
It belp
single pass. The
factory workingbuild new blood-cell- s.
That's why ivinnawK team, victim of Walsh's
n
peo8. 8. S. builds up thin,
is rated as one of the fastest
skill,
ple, It puts firm flesh on your bones, It In that section of the country.
rounds out your face, arms neck,
limbs, the whole body. It puts the trol"Big Ed" wastonoted for his con
and ability
make the might
pink" in your cheeks. It takes the
hollownesa from the eyes, and It fools iest siuggere whiff when he was
wrinout
Father Time, by smoothing
going good. This one game doesn't
kles in men and women by "plumping" make a career but the
ol
them up. 8. 8. 8. is a remarkable
of the game would like
r.
While you are getting to seelovers
more of the youngster for
plump, your akin eruptions, pimples,
'
blackheads, acne, rheumatism, fash, sentimental reasons.
removed.
are
being
tetter, blotches
A Chicago physician has equipThe medicinal Ingredients of 8. 8. 8.
are guaranteed purely
vegetable. ped his automobile with a wire8. 8. S. is sold at all drug rtores. In two less
so that he can
slsee. The larger sue la the more keep telephone,
in tourh with his . office
aceaemicai.
whi'e
his

making

rounds.
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AGED MAN DIES

"B" Theater Adolph Zukor presents Wallace Eeid and Elsie FerALONE ON
guson as the leading stars in the
Paramount picture, "Forever," a
Fitamaurice
production,
George
based on the novel, "Peter Ibbet-son,- "
E UN
The
DuMaurier.
by George
cast is an
one. In connection with this wonderful picture,
there will be several reels of "CurThe
Dexter, N, M., June 26.
rent Events" pictures.
badly decomposed body of Louis
was
rrfiAnt'm.
M. Angfang, an aged recluse, west
.Tnsenh
T,vrtn
found at his ranch 12 miles
Schenck presents the popular Con of Dexter by authorities following
stance Taimaage, starring in xne mysterious word of its discovery
Primitive Lover," an adaptation of earlier in the day
a drifting ridplay, "The Dl- -- er whose identity by
Edgar Selwyn's
is unknown.
the Goldvnrrpp:" fllsn nnsinTln
was
seen
man
The
alive last
last
comedy, "Angling In week, when a neighboring rancher
visited him and assisted in some
minor ranch work, which he could
rastlme Theater For the last not do alone. The most plausible
time today, the management is re- theory as to the cause of death
peating "The Glpry of Clementina." which has been advanced Is that in
with Pauline Frederick assisted by repairing a
steel windmill
an
cast; also repeating the near his house he fell or was
"Fox News" and the comedy.
knocked from the small platform
at tho top by the large wheel In
FIXE VIEWS
a sudden shift of wind.
IN SUPERB PARAMOUNT
The mill was disconnected when
"1XKEVER"
PICTURE,
found and block and tackle were
upon it. The body lay upon
A picture that shows the strange rigged
the face at the edge of the water
places of the earth, without losing in the small reservoir into which
the gripping elements of Us story the mill discharged, about 15 feet
is "Forever," Taramount's screen from the tower, indicating that if
version of George Du Maurler's death had not been Instantaneous
the man might have crawled from
novel, "Peter Ibbetson," which will another position
to the water to
bv displayed at the "B" theater for
quench his thirst .from the reserfive days, beginning today.
Elsie voir and then died as he lay.
Nothing about the place indicatFerguson tthd Wallace Iieid are
ed foul play as everything was In
In this great George
such a state that search for wounds
production.
In tho dream scene Elsie Fergu was impossible, leaving the concluson and Wallace Held are revealed sion of accidental death entirely
in a gondola in a Venetian canal, in to circumstances. Some money was
an ice palace in ivussia, at the cir found In his trunk, and bank books
cus Maxlmua in Home, on the desert indicated 'he had some deposits In
sands in Algeria, and at various Roswell banks. Some war savings
show places in Etngland and France. stamps and record of liberty bond
In point of expense "Forever" is purchases, as well as the patents
one of the foremost picture produc- to a half section or lana upon vnicn
tions of the year. The sets are exact his home was located were found.
No will was discovered and trace
copies of the places they represent,
having been made from photo- of relatives could only be begun
old
of
and
the
days through addresses found In several
graphs
prints
about which George Du Maurier old letters from a neice In Brighton,
wrote. The supporting cast is one Colo.
of the strongest assembled in any
Anfang was a native of the Ausreoent picture and includes,' be- trian Tyrol, but had taken out citsides the stars, Montagu Love, izenship papers many years ago.
George Fawcett, Elliott Dexter.
Barbara Dean, Dolores Cassinelli
and the other a novelist and explor
and others.
er.
The evolution of the story bring?
CAVEMAN TACTICS FAIL
TALMA
CONSTANCE
WITH
TGE, in a sprkling contrast in lovo makIX "THE PRIMITIVE LOVER',' ing, one adopting the recognized
ways of the twentieth century and
Although an unusually modest the other resorting to the more
miss, Constance Talmadge takes in- forceful tactics of caveman days
ordinate pride in the fact that she Forced to choose between the two,
has two lovers Instead of the usual Phyllis makes an unusual decision
one allotted
in "The Primitive ond shows the modern girl in an en
Lover," the current First National tirely new vein, albeit the exposure
attraction which is showing at the bristles with humor and good com
The star has tne edy. Constance Talmadge, in' the
Lyrio theater.
role of Phyllis Tomley, a winsome starring role, supplies most of the
young lady whose charms excite the auehs. although she is amy abetteu
ardor of two suitors, ono a very by Harrison Ford and Kenneth
practical, level headed business man Harlan.
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O

1

1

0
1

Totals

...... 87

4

10

:.

0
0
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.. . 1
1

0

1

0

0

0

1
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GAMES

NATIONAL

LEAGUE.

AMERICAN

LEAGUE.

Pittsburgh at Chicago.
Philadelphia at New Tork.
Cincinnati at St. Louis,
Brooklyn at Boston.

Yesterday was automobile

left for a

Baker, who made a
at Central avenue
street, was fined

a

and

TO

day

TO
Chief

GROWER

Greelev

Forester

Quoted

As Seeing

Need-

ed Changes to Fit Times;
Timber Cutting Resumed.

Ariz.,

landed

near the reservoir

east of the city this morning.
told Dputy Sheriff Charles

Hall

Bang-har- t,

case

BELILOS
dismissed.
Judge W. W. McClellan, Justice
of the peace, yesterday dismissed
the case against Kteve Belilos, who
was accused by Leo Manos of having put acid in Manos' horse's ear.

Thejudge also dismissed a suit for
$200 damages filed by Manos. The
two men are Greeks and have been
associated in business.

taken to Rosfor relatives.

Star Furniture Co. t
Giving 500 Pounds
of Ice Free With
Refrigerators
The Star Furniture Company,
Gold, Is overstocked
with refrigerators. To reduce
this stock quickly, and to eliminate the possibility of carry-in- s
any of these refrigerators
over Into next season they arc
Ice coupon book
).
giving a
free with each refrigerator purchase until the stock is
113 West

500-11-

It is worth something to the
Star Fnrnlture Company to
reduce their stock of refrigerators at this time. A large stock
of good refrigerators costs a
good deal of money. After the
summer is over this money
can earn more for a furniture
store when put into seasonable
merchandise. This offer of 500.
lbs. of ice free with each
purchase until tin
stock Is reduced will help the
Star Furniture Company to
turn part of their stock into
money. It will give you a re.
frlgerator at a substantial discount. You help the Star Furniture Company to help you.
It helps you by helping itself.
The stock of refrigerators li
an unusually largo one for thh
season. Here you will find all
slies and types of refrigerators
at a satisfying range of
prices. Don't miss this opportunity. Better have your refrigerator laid away without delay,
because no one enn tell how
I.
long this offer will be In effect
It depends entirely upon how .1
is
stock
tho
reduced.
quickly

FOR THE YOUNGEST SHAVER
IN THE FAMILY RIGHT UP
TO GRAND?A
A5

li
1WJ

.swtuwk.

Recreational

Development.

The forest service is
county authorities in Arizona
In building roads into places
of
recreational value, Mr. Pooler said.
In
with citizens of
Uila county a road is being built
into the Pinal mountains. The
county is spending $73,000. The
forest service is
in
building secondary roads that will
serve the people of the mining
towns of Miami and Globe ua well
as the agricultural settlement
in
the Bait river valley. The forest
men
also
service
investigated the
recreational facilities of Mings
mountain in the Prescott national
forest that will serve the people of
the mining towns of Jerome and
Three miles of road
Clarksdale.
will be will be built In
with the county that will make it
possible for residents of those cities to take vacation trips into the
montalns and escape the heat.
Lumber Business Increasing.
Timber cutting in the forests Is
The
increasing, Mr. Pooler said.
has Induced the
advancing price
to resume operations
permittees
on a large scale, all over the district. Among those to resume operations is the Apache Lumber
company at Cooley, Ariz. The mill
with

Road

the

speed-ins-

Typewriting Is suggested
one doctor as a good changre by
of
occupation for people who arc

lnclincl

to "worry."

CORNS

r.

AX Sudden

Lift Off with Fingers

Summeri Shower,

Zf fpindow Ton Jofgot to Qcfte

forests

j

VourJloorstAre

they Spoiled?

i

s

Nopiideed f Don't you recall that your painter particularly urged
you to let him use McMurtry Rubber Floor Varnish, because;
in addition to a beautiful lustre and an ability to stand up under
the constant scratching and banging that floors get, it would
withstand even total immersion in water, either hot or cold, and
not turn white.
few minutes mopping and your floors will be as nice as ever;
thanks to your painter's gocd.adjrice.)

r$&&'ptf&Sold by

fading

Dealer

Manufactured by

I

Co
DENVER

S

I

II

(

l

'

Paint and Varnish Makers

COLO

RUBBER FLOOR VARNISH

IN FIRE

Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a little
have been Freezone" on an aching
A fire, which may
corn, in
caused by an oil stove, yesterday stantly that corn stops hurting,
roof
ana
afternoon destroyed the
then shortly you lift It right off
409 South
contents of a house
with, fingers. Truly!
Walter street occupied by Mrs,
Your druggist sells a tlnv bottle
York. The alarm was) turned In of "Freezone" for a few cents, suf
at 1:30 o'clock.
ficient to remove every hard corn,
Tho roofs of the houses on either soft corn, or- corn between the toes.
side of the York home were sight- and the calluses, without soreness
'
,
ly scorched ,
or irritation.

at

John Hall of Springfield, with a
small airplane, which he is to deliver to a customer in Winslow,

rs

Fitz-mauri-

whole county
did he remain

"Need for changes in the forest
to suit southwestern
regulations and
which will aid to
conditions
livestock
put the
industry upon a
sound basis were seen by Chief
Forester Walter B. Greeley on our
recent trip through the forests of
Arizona," Bald District Forester F.
C. W. Pooler upon hla return
to
the city yesterday after an absence of three weeks.
'Colonel Greeley promised to re
turn after the rainy season and sea

Second
Taylor

DONE

HOUSE

AIRMAN HAS TO CHOP
DOWN BRUSH TO TAKE
OFF IN THE SANDIAS

who brought him into tho
1.000 cily, that he had been forced to
alight in the mountains northeast
of Albuquerque and to leave much
of his baggage. In order to get off
tho ground. Hall was obliged to cut
down a lot of underbrush and fill
in some small arroyos. He was
assisted by a man who accompanied
him. Hall will set out for Wins- low tomorrow, following the

maintenance crews at work
played an important
part In detecting and putting out
forest fires, Mr. Pooler said.

and II. L. Gallea did likewise.
Galles said it was hla first offense
in seven years.
Jack Morrison
paid $15 on a charge of reckless
driving.
Adolfo Baca, driver of a tal,
has been cited to appear ror speeHe Is said to have refused to
ding.
Sheriff
stop Saturday night when him
for
Tony Ortiz tried to nab
at the
A
fired
was
shot
speeding.
taxi, and the sheriff sniftered several severe bruises and cuts when
ha attempted to Jump from his car
when the taxi stopped quickly.
Nick Armljo has been cited to appear for speeding, The can of
Tony Arcsae and Joe Banchej collided early Sunday
morning on
North Fourth street The men settled out of court.
The damages
amounted to $50 for each car,

T

RULES

uary, 1920.

MAY BE FRAMED

in

few cases
today. H.turnJ.
complete

10.
Brown contributed $15 for

$650 DAMAGE

.ooo
.000

will

AUTO DAY' IN COURT
CELEBRATED WITH A
LIST OF OFFENDERS
with

1
0

start in a few days, and It is
planned to begin cutting 100,000
feet of timber dally In the woods.

St. Louis at Cleveland.
Chicago at Detroit.
Boston at Philadelphia.

hang-ov-

0
1

Roy F. Barnes.
F. Barnes, machinist in the
shops of the Rock Island in Moline,
has just been awarded a medal by
the Carnegie hero fund commission and a cash prize of $1,000 for
saving the life of Milo Leffinjrwell
by snatching him from under the
wheels of a train in Moline in JanRoy

dozen people in the
knew him, so closely
at home.
The remains were
well to await search

of (26,000 for buildiappropriation on
forest boundaries.
ng of fences
This will be done to prevent stockmen who are not permittees from
running their stock into the

ftTODAYS

In police court,

0

all-st-

McMurtry Paints and Varnishes for Sale By

The Albuquerque Lumber Company
N. M.
Albuquerque,

.

1922,

He formerly had a family, but
with
after reported disagreement soma
his wife, came to New Mexico
16 years ago and settled at the little place near here. Scarcely a

forest grazing lands at their
best," said Mr. Cooler. "On this
trip he saw them at their worst
because of dry weather."
One of the things to be done
soon. Air. Pooler said, is the expenditure of a large amount of the

1

0

0

ic

tl,

the

Two-bas-

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Columbus, 2; Indianapolis, I.
Toledo, 2; Louisville, 0.
No others scheduled.

Sweetwater,..,.....
Stamford

0
0
4
4
4
4
0

0

7

Batted for Pertica In third.
tBatted for North in seventh.
z Batted for Mann in eighth.
x Batted for Bailey in ninth.
By innings:
211 O10 0027
Cincinnati
000 O00 022- -4
St. Louis
e
hits
Summary:
Stock, Wlngo, Duncan. Shotton.
Double plays S.ilth and Hornsby; Duncan and Bohne. Base on
balls Off Pertica, 2; North, 1;
By
Bailey, 1; Keck, 2. Struck out Hits
Keck, 1; North, 1; Bailey. 1. 6
Off Pertica. 6 in 3; North, in
4; Bailey, 3 in 2. Losing pitcher
Pertica,

LFAGCE.

Clovis

1
1
0
0
0
0

0

3
2
2

GHnZI

Pet.

W. L.

Barelas Tigers
Athletes
Wildcats

.

10
0
0

xShotton

...

p

tTorporcr ....
Bailey, p
zMueller ......

Cleveland, 6; St. Louis, 0.
"Now York, 6. Boston, 4.
SOUTHERN. ASSOCIATION.
Atlanta, 6; New Orleans, 3.
Chattanooga, 2; Little Rock,
Birmingham, 3; Mobile, 4.

c...
.....

North, p
Sohultz

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Philadelphia, 9; Boston, 4.
Chicago, 6; Pittsburgh, 4.
Cincinnati, 7; St. Louis, 4.
No other scheduled.

2

3

St. IjouIs.
AB. R.
6
6
6
1

0

2

10
6

1
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Pertica,

SUITS

AMERICAN

2

Hornsby, 2b ..
McHenry, If ..
Mann, If
Gainer, If ....
Fournler, lb ..
Stock, 3b
Atnsmlth,
Lavan, ss

ww

mmu

4
4
4

....

4
o

1

6

Wingo,
Bonne, 2b
Pet. Caveney, ss . . .
.629 Pinelli, 3b ....
.556 Keck, p

36

liu

4.

Harper, crt

Pittsburgh ........29
.24
Philadelphia
23

.

01 -4
zix- -o

Chicago
e
"
Summary:
.,nio Hiuhee. Hollocher. Miller.
Three-bas- e
hits Stalz, Heathcote.
.neau".uL,to
Stolen bases carey.
Double play
Krug.
.
Base on
Grim
to
Maranville
balls Oft Morrison, 6; Stueland, ,
1.
Struck out By aiwriwun.
Stucland, 1.

EeYt,V:::
It ...

NATIONAL LF.AGVE.
W. L.
23
39
New York
35
28
St. Louis
30
35
Brooklyn
32
.33
Cincinnati
Chicago ...........81, 31

300

000
010

Cincinnati, ?i St, Iouls, CiSt. Louis, Mo., June 26.
ncinnati trounced the Cardinalstwo
to 4 in the first of the
games series, Frank Keck, recruit,
holding the locala well in pinches.
01
Keck weakened a bit in part
the game, but the locals could
lead.
not overcome the visitors
. Score:
Cincinnati.
'
A
AB. R. II. PO.A.B.
0

ClAMT.MCt,

i

I. ro

'iwo-Das-

.588
.551
.530
.515
.485
.463
.138
.414

111

M'aiww

JOHN

Two-bas-

Thin Limbs!

40
38
35
34
32
31
28
24

.

110

Pittsburgh

Pet.

Ia
28

W.

St. Louis

0
0
0
0

110 10

The following are the scores
B- mado
Chicago
yesterday In the local boys'
to 4; baseball leagues:
ehind and Wins,
Senior
Cincinnati Trounces the Giants lost to League.
DeMolays, 20 to
6,
was close until the
The
game
Cardinals, 7 to
fourth inning, when the Giants let
in 11 runs. Today the High school
(Br The Auoclsted l'rel.)
boys play the Tildlllos.
came
26.
June
Chicago
Chicago,
Junior League.
from behind and playing an uphill
Midgrets lost to the Little Tilbattle, hit opportunely behind dlllos,
7 to 6. Both teams played
bases on balls and erratic playing
on the part of the visitors and d- good baseball, the Midgets leading
until the sixth Inning. Today
efeated Pittsburgh, 6 to 4. in the
Stueland the S. A. T.'s will play the Little
first game of the series.
Tildlllos.
pitched in fine form, experiencing
Pigmy League.
only one bad inning, when tho Pirates touched him for four hits, Athletfs lost to the Wildcats, 1
4.
lo
Athletes showed great
them
The
two
errors, save
which, with
improvement and some good new
the lead. Score:
material. The next game in this
Pittsburgh.
AB. R. IT. PO. A.E. league will be played tomorrow bet0 ween
0
4
1
the Wildcats nnd the Ba-rel- as
Blgbee, if
1
0
2
2
3
1
The Pigmy league
Tifrers.
Carey, cf
1
1 2
will start all over with this game.
Tierney, 3b .... 2 01 O
0
2
and with only three teams.
Farnhart, rf ... 4
2 I I
Travnor. S3 .... 4 1 1
STANDINGS
3
0
3
0
4
1
2b..
Settor League.
Maranville,
6 10
W. L.
Grimm, lb .... 44 00 O
Pet.
O
7 2 0 Browns
0
Gooch, c
.000
O
3
1
Morrison, p....
Tildlllos
1.000
2
St. Mary
1.000
4
6 24
32
Be Molay
Totals
2
1.000
Chicago.
1
School
High
1.000
A.E.
AB. R.
0
Duke
...
White
.000
City
2
1
4.1
0
1
Statz, cf
.000
Firefighters
1
1
0
Hollocher, ss... 33 01 O
2
Giants
.000
Krug 8b .... 4 0 O 121
Junior League.
Grimes, lb
L,
W.
Tct.
S. A. T
Heathcote, rf... 43 03 2 42
, . 2
0
1.000
3
Miller, If
2 1
Laddies...
Highland
2
.667
0
4
2
Terry. 2 b
1
Little Tildlllos
2
.333
0
O'Farrell, C ... 13 10 tt
o
1
Eagles
1.000
0
Stueland, p ...
Sawmill Sluggers ... 0 1
.000
0 2
6
2
9 M 13 2 Midgets
.000
Total
Lease.
Pigmy
score by Innings:
. .

10

1

.35 4 10 27 21 1
Tntala
z Batted for Quinn in ninth.
002- -6
000
NewyYo?K?'V
Boston .
201 001 0004
e
hits Smith
Summary:
Home runs Ruth,
T
Collins.
PittenSacrifices
Pipp.
SJhawkee.
plays
ger. Menosky, Burns. Double Burns
Quinn to Ruel to Burns:;
to
Pratt
to
Burns;
to Fittenger
Base on balls
Pittenger to Burns.
Off Shawkev, 1: off Quinn, o.
Struck out By Shawkey, 6; bj
Quinn, 2.

GAMES

FAST

10

1

,4

,

.

3

IN

AGAIN

4.

.

U

PLAY

6

,612130

ss....,
c. .,

Theaters Today

I
I

From

Comes

2.

Hcott,

1

all-st-

Win.

(By Til Associated Preji )
Boston, JIass., June 28. Home
runs by Ruth and Shawkcy were
big factors in New York's 6 to 4
victory over Boston today in tho
last game of a series in which BosRuth
ton had won four straight.
hit into the richt field bleachers.
ff Onlnn in the fifth for his!
two
eighth homer of the year, with
men on and two out. Fans gave
Witt a purse of $.r0 in gold. Score:
AB. R. ir. TO. A. K.
x
a
a
i o
Witt, cf
.MeNally, lib..
0
1
1
0
u
3
Ruth, If
1
0 o
o
f,
Mcusel, rf . . .
II
0
(i
(I
1
.1
Pipp, lb.,..,
0
0
4
0
Ward, 2b
2
4
1
:!
0

CARNEGIE MEDAL
TO ILLINOIS MAN

BOYS' LEAGUES

BEATS PIRATES

Yankees Defeat Red Sox, 6
to 4; St. Louis Unable to
Hit Coveleskie Effectively
-I-

June

'

ii
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FOUR DAflCIIIG FEET
BI JANE
A ROAD HOUSE

DINNER.

CHAPTER 7.
Of course Gertie told Lilly Arnold all about It but In the telling
exciting It
although that was
seemed rather a bare little tale.
How could she speak of the wonderful thrill of being near to a man
line Tom; uerue cauea mm ivm
as naturally as if she had known
him all her life, and Lilly called
him "Torn," too. Girls in their
station, with their lack of education, don't stand on ceremony.
"What'd you have to eat.' 1Iiy
,
asked. She was nothing if not practical where phyBicial comforts were
concerned.
"Why, I don't know oh, yes!"
Lilly's look of astonishment had
jerked back Gertie's wandering
thoughts.
"Go on, tell me! I ain't never
e
been to one of tliem swell
joints."
"We had let me see a grape
fruit with a cute little red cherry
on top. He, Tom, gave me his
made me take it." She did not add
he had told- - her the color just
matched thutiin her cheeks. "Then
we had chicken little bits of ones
he said." It
they was broiled,
had been Gertie's first knowledge of
invarimother
food.
Her
broiled
ably fried everything, and in the
cheap places Gertie somelmes ate,
they did likewise. "Then we had
salad, I forget the name. It looked
like celery, but it wasn't."
"Oh, I know! I've seen it on the
stands. I don't know the name,"
It probably Is
Lilly interrupted.
trite to say Gertie's description of
their luncheon had made Lilly's
mouth water.
"Then we had ice cream, strawcutest
berry and chocolate, and the
In
little cakes, and oh, yes, coffee
high glasses with whipped cream
on top and I guess that's all."
"All! Why, I ain't never had
'such a meal in all my life!' Gee!
but I'll bet it tasted good."
"Yes, it was good," Gertie said,
her mind upon what Tom had said,
rather than on food.
Gertie started to tell Lilly about
the stockings, then thought better of
It. Lilly might laugh at him for not
knowing thin stockings were stylish.
She was great for style.
"Is he going to take you out
again?" Lilly queried. This conversation had taken place in tho
dingy little room where they waited
for their turn in the cabaret.
"He said something about seeing
She really
me," Gertie replied.
couldn't remember if it was to go
road-hous-

PHELTS.
riding. That he wanted to see her
was enough for her.
"Don't be backward with him.
Dinners is all right, but don't bo
afraid to let him know you'd like
somethin sensible instead of flow-erI'll bet from what you say he's
that kind send you a posy and
think he can take your time."
"I love flowers," Gertie answered
She dldn t add she would love a
weed if Tom sent it, but something
very like that was in her mind.
"They're all right for girls what
has everything they want, but they
ain't no good for glrlB like ua
workin' girls."
Gertie thought it would be nice
to he treated like tnose other girls,
girls who had everything. She did
not quite know how to say so to
Lilly. She was so apt to make run.
Lill!" Gertie
"He's
educated,
said after a while. "Awfully edu
cated. Ho talks lovely! Lwish I
was educated,
she added, wist- a.

fllllV.

"We ain't no time to think 01
eettin' educated.
It's nothing but
slave all the time, then give most
nf it to ma. lust as you do." That
Gertie was far more generous to her
mother and the children tnan sue
was Lilly well knew, and occasionally scolded her for giving them so
much. But as a rule she took the
attitude that both gave the same.
as she now had.
"I know. Lilly, but what would
ma do with the children if I didn't
help, and your mother, too? The
k Ida cou dn't BO to scnooi; ana iney
ain't going to grow up without an
education if I can help it like me.
But I wish shoes and things dian t
cost so much," she sighed. "Shoes
Is awful, Tim wears them out so
quick. I guess boys can t help 't.
I ain't flndin' no fault with Tim,
he's a good boy. He's sellin' papers
now to help. Jennie had to ha"e
a new dress, too! The girls called
her 'rags" cause her dress was o
old. It wasn't ragged, though. Ma
keens them mended un fine. Poor
ma, she sure has a hard time!"
"It's tough. Gertie! I ain't be- liovin' in poor folks marryin', not
The world is
If they has children.
a tough place for us poor folks."
a
She waited
moment, ttien askea:
"Do you suppose your Tom win
be

"I recently
Old Housekeeper:
had dinner at the home of a friend,
who served spinach in a way I had
nnvpr sppn hpfnrft ffllthnueh T tlnvp.
been a housekeeper for 40 years).
e
and had
It was baked in
cheese In It. It was just delicious.
Can you give me the recipe?"
Answer: Spinach Roll: Roll two
quarts of spinach in salted water to
cover, for 15 minutes; drain. Now
cover it once more with boiling water and add two tablespoons of butter; let boil till tender, then chop
finely, after draining well. Add to
the chopped spinach one cup of
cither grated Parmesan cheese, or
finely chopped or shaved American
cheese, salt and pepper to suit individual taste, and enough bread
crumbs to form the mixture into
a roll, riace tms roil in a Damns
dish and bake for 15 minutes in a
moderate oven (to give tho cheese
a chance to melt, yet not long
enough to dry the roll). Serve at
once.
Anxious: "A friend of mine crocheted me a lovely
with a piano scarf to match (both
made of tan linen), but, although
$60 at a
they have been valued at room
an
store, they give my living
look when I put
them on piano and table. What
shall I use instead? What shall I
put on the piano in the way of
ornaments?"
Answer: You are wise In deciding to use something else on your
living room table, rather than the
tan linen runner. The crocheted
runner would be more appropriate
on a bedroom dresser, r.s it is too
light in color to be used in a living
room. Piano scarfs are no longer
used. A fcrass candlestick may be
stood on the piano, or a couple of
books on great musicians may be
piled at one end of it, but few other
roll-shap-

table-runn-

ornaments are In good taste on a
piano. I would advise an Inconspicuous table runner of some dark
colored textile edged with guimpe.
Sunfast chenille, imitation tapestry,
velour and silk are appropriate
fabrics.
Mrs. S. S.: "Please publish a recipe for a baked lemon custard."
Breadcrumb
Lemon
Answer:
Custard: Dissolve six tablespoons
of condensed mill: in one pint of
cold Water and add to this the rind
of
lemon very finely cut,
Let this mixture come to a boil
over a hot fire, then strain ft over
one cup of bread crumbs; let cool
slightly, then stir in the well- beaten yolks of two eggs and turn
all into a buttered Baking uisn
Add one tablespoon of butter brok
en into tiny bits, and bake the dish
minin a moderate oven for 4
utes. Then pour over it the strained Juice of one lemon and cover
the pudding with a meringue made
stiffly-beate- n
of two
sweetened with one tablespoon of
sugar. Slip back into the oven to
brown, and serve hot.
A Reader:
"Do you think a
housekeeper is occasionally justi
fled in letting a few duties dusting, for instance go, in order to
suit for the baby
knit a teddy-bea- r
or make a doily for her living
room?
Is quite
g
Answer:
as important as good housekeeping
are
a
sure
I
am
and
you
good home
maker. Reader Friend. I am going
to write a whole article Just for
It will appear on Monday,
you.
July third.
Ripon. England, keeps up a
custom one thousand years old.
at
Every night a "wakeman,"
tired in official costume, appears
before the mayor's house and
blows three solemn notes on the
"horn of Ripon."
one-ha-

lf

egg-whit-

Home-makin-

Healthful
Baking Powder
at an
Economy Price

Tl

it and Save! taw
J

BY ELOISE.
sun of novelty silk
may be more practical than a
frock for many women. It lends
itBelf to many uses. The skirt may
always be worn with an over- blouse to make a dressy costume
or with a sweater for sports wear.
The coat may be used as a silk
sweater coat for wear with plain
white skirts-- and, of course, together the skirt and coat make a
suit or coat dress.
This suit is mado of a heavy
quality crepe de chine with a coat
of flower printed material. A
band of the same Chippendale
print forma a border on the pleated skirt. The tuxedo collar, pock
ets, belt and odd cuffs on the coat
are of tho white crepe de chine.
A large white crepe de chine hat
trimmed with bright flowers corft- pletes the outfit which is suitable
for wear upon many occasions dur
ing the summer days.

Cincinnati,
Ohio, June 26.
Two offers were mndn tnrfnv t,i
Alfred
of Cincinnati.
Vogeler
owner of Thibodaux, which ran
to
second
Whiskaway and defeated Morvlch Saturday in the
Latonia special race. K. Spence
offered
in behalf of
$50,000
Montfort Jones nnrl TzirV tiir.
on
$40,000
behalf of the
rington,
Trotter stable. Both offers were
refused and it Is reported that
the colt is not for sale. Ho will
run in the Latonia derby Sat- uraay.
It developed tndav thai xrrt..
vich strained a muscle in his
foreleg during the running of
Saturday's special race and while
ft is not serious it will keep him
on the shelf for a couple of
weeks.
Whiskaway and
were shipped east today. Pillory
With Whiskaway and Morvlch
as
in the classic Saturday, Harry Payne Whitney will
depend on Olympus and Ilroom-ste- r
to carry his colors to victory.

Thlbodpflll. .Tntin Vlnn T
and By Gosh are likely to
accept the issue in the Latonia
derby, it was said today. Deadlock will not be a starter as tho
I went down to nons office ves. coit
in
tldday aftirnoon on account of uib suffered ora quarter scrack
race
running
Saturday
him telefoning home for some

Little Benny's Note Book

letters lie forgot, and pop sed
Sit down a minnlt and 111 be
reddy to go home with you, but
neer, wats the ideer of coming
lintTII town Vtrltll vm.M DUUCB
mthnntt
tu...
,'UUl
ing like a tramp?
Well G, pop, I did shine them,
i sea.
Wen, last Chrlssmass? nop sed
and I sed. No sir, jest before I
came out.
Wat with? pop sed. You dldent
put eny polish on them, did you?
he sed.
No sir, I sed, and pop sed, And
I must say they dont look as if
they've seen a brush lately, did
you use a Drusn :
Not Ixackly. I sed. and con sell
Wat then, a cloth? and I sed, No
sir, and pop sed, No. polish, no
brush and no eloth, well then
how the mlschlff did you shine

Mosie

MOTHER OF TWO
BACK TO SCHOOL
TO GET DIPLOMA

advertising offer recently announced. A big
value at its regular price", Dr. Price's is an unparalleled bargain at this special sale price.
Don't fail to see if your grocer has some left!

T

--

Goodykcontz Calls on Union
to Prosecute Those Responsible; "Unfortunate,"
Denison Asserts.

iO'W

Tl

' .J

if

Negro

tenced

20

(Bj The Amiclated Fran.)
Washington, June 28. Two sides
to the Hcrrln, 111., mine killings
were presented today in the house
during debate In which Representative Goodykoonts of Virginia,
Denison of
and Representative
Illinois, both republicans, partici-

to Not Less Than
Years in Prison.

(I! j The As.m'intod I'reii.)

June 26.
Ariz.,
B. Dillon find William B.
Shirley, deserters from the army,
pleaded guilty today to charges of
robbery and confessed that they
had beaten Walter Anderson, a
negro chauffeur and thrown him
from his car last Tuesday afternoon.
Judge A. C. Lockwood
sentenced the men to not less than
twenty years in the state penitenCecil

tiary.
Anderson, unconscious and beaten until he was almost uniecognrz-abl- e,
was found beside the
Eishee-Tombsto- no

road. He was unable to
talk until the following day, when
he told officers that two white men

had offered to drive from
Arizona, to Risbee hart beaten
him and stolen his car. The maten
he

Fair-ban- k,

miles
chine was found about
from theisicne of the attack.
Dillon and Klilriey were arrested
in El Piiro lnf;t Saturday morning,
and identified by means of tattoi
marks on t heir arms. One tattooed
phraso won "Dentil Before
and another "True Love."
Both men confessed to Sheriff Joe
Hood that they had planned to
r"

non-unio-

murder

Anderson and steal his ca".

This morning they called for the
sheriff and told him they wanted
"to plead guilty and get It over
with."
They will he taken to the state
penitentiary tomorrow morning.

Mrs. Angelo Scarpa Foster.
Mrs, Angelo Scarpa Foster, wife
of the adopted son of Mrs. Nona
McAdoo Foster, sister of the former secretary of tho U. S. treasury, 11 ARE ARRESTED IN
is suing her husband's
foster
CONNECTION WITH THE

mother for $50,000 for alienat'n
SLAYING OF RATHENAU
of her husband's affections. She
says she got a license on a Jars
(By The Asunclnted Treat.)
from her nusband and later was
Berlin, Juno 26 (by the Assoccautioned not to disclose the
ADVANCES APPROVED.
iated Press). Kleven persons alWashington, June i!6. Approval
leged to be members of a Bava-of fifty advances for agricultural
rian secret organization known as
and livestock purposes aggregating
Burns committed his poems to the Council were arrested hero
$1,768,000 was announced today by memory as he composed thorn, yesterday, it was announced by
the war finance corporation. Dis- and when he sat down to write the police today. The police extribution of the loans Include: Ari- he had before him no labor of pressed
the opinion that this orzona, 143,000; Colorado, $1211,000; composition, but only tho task of ganization which was suspected
New Mexico, $58,000,
and Texas, writing down what he had a- of playing a prominent part in
$510,000.
tho murder of former Minister of
lready finished.

aslng henna.
Fat: As you did not state your
height, I cannot be accurate about
your weight, but to be 26 and
weigh 110 pounds you cannot be
too stout. To be in proportion, the
Finance Erzberger was also Imbust and hips should have the same
So voracious is tin- cod that it plicated in the murder of ForShakespeare wrote several of
measurements and
the waist his best plays before he was will swallow anything it sees In eign
Minister
Rathenau
last
should be ten Inches less.
motion.
,'
thirty.
rs'ffSSffil

"w;

e correct answer to

Edison's Question:
hat is GrapeNuts made of?
cJnswered by the makers of Grape Nuts
is one of a number of questions which Mr. Edison ins putting to
for an important position in his organization. We are happy to
learn the interest shown in the food, Grape-Nutby,a man of such broad
attainments as Mr. Edison.

THIS

s,

There has never been any secret about what Grape-Nut-

4

is a highly nourishing cereal food, made from "a mixture of
and water. The mixture is raised by yeast,
baked in loaves, then sliced, further baked, and then crushed into granules.
No food in the world is so thoroughly baked as Grape-Nuts- .
More than 20
hours are consumed in the various baking processes.
Grape-Nut-

lUHIimWI

.V

n 'vf

s

As every diet expert knows, this long baking brings about conversion of the
carbohydrate elements, developing dextrin, maltose and dextrose or grape-suga form of sugar to which all starch elements must be changed before
can
be assimilated by the system.
they
Grape-Nut- s
when eaten does not form a pasty mass difficult to digest the
baking makes this delicious food easily digested by even those with
the most delicate stomachs; and the character of the food
requires thorough
mastication.
food for building bone, tooth and nerve
Grape Nuts is a
structure. When combined with cream or milk, it is admittedly a complete food.
You will find Grape Nuts everywhere. At your grocer's, your club,
your hotel, your restaurant.
ar

20-hou- rs

Mrs. C.W. Young.
; v,
To realize a chnrithA amMfW
Mrs. C. W. Younsr of Sheridan,
Wyo., returned to high school after
eighteen years and received her diploma. She Was tmAnetmA cia in.
of a class of ninefy-nrn- e
seniors.
,

RIPPLiriG RHYMES
SLANDERED PRUNES.

Though prunes are held to be
the symbol of everything
that's
eheap and base, the man whose
brains would fill a thimble must
know such taunts are out of place.
For prunes are wholesome and nu-

tritious, they brace us up from
head to heel, and serpent-wis- e
are
cooks who dish us a quart or two
at every meal, cli, prunes are
sidestepped, donnerwetter, because
of jesters' quips and quirks, yet
doctors soy there's nothing better
to regulate the human works. They
have the acids we are needing, the
vitamines ana things like those,

is made of. It has

s

whole wheat flour, malted barley, salt

k

and that rich juice you see them
bleeding gives haggard cheeks the
tint of rose. And yet we blu3h
when we go shopping to ask for
prunes, of fruits the best; we fear
the grocer will be yawping the
customary boneless Jest, We fear
to place prunes on the table when
visitors are In the chairs, for haply
they may not be able to stifle
threadbare Jokes of theirs. And
thus the helpful prune inherits an
odium that keeps It shamed, it cannot advertise Ua merits, for peoplo
all yell when It is named. Of
prunes I'd chant when other singers are praising roses to the sky;
for prunes are daisies, aro dingers.
when stewed or fried or in a pie. J

a

Sen-

Chauffeur;

Tombstone,

pated.
Mr. Goodykoonts called upon
officers of the United Mine Workers of America to assist in prosecution of those responsible for the
even though
found
disorders,
among the union membership.
he said, the United
Otherwise,

non-unio-
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In America, where yon don't find Grape Nuts

Large Can, 12 Ounces, Only 25c
Some grocers may have a few can left of
Dr. Price's bearing the label with the special

4.1

s:

By WALT MASON.

SPECIAL!

it

been on the market for 24years,and practically everybody knows its composition.
But inasmuch as such a simple, everyday question as "When did Columbus
discover America?" is often incorrectly answered, it may be well to take this
opportunity to restate the following facts about Grape-Nut-

them?
I kind of rubbed each one
agenst the back of the stocking,
l
I sed.
Yee gods, heers a dime, go oa
out and go a reel shine and
hurry back. Ill be reddy to go

Harmless insects trained to at
and destroy the various
wheih
pests
damago
garden
crops are the Idea of one Lon
don scientist.

Powder

Contains no Alum

ARE

IS ADMITTED

31 HOUSE

Mine Workers' organization "will
never be able to rise from the low
level to which Its members have
cause it to fall." lie added that
the people "are crying out against
the enormity of the crime and
strong men In the union should
take note of tho Injury crime is
doing their cause."
Mr. Denison, in whose district
the disorders occurred, replying,
declared that the "most unfortunate affair" was due to the emn
men "armployment of
ed with rifles and machine guns"
to mine coal In violation of an
agreement entered into with the
union miners.
While not excusing a resort to
force by the union miners. Representative Denison said it was well
n
known that whenever
miners were taken into southern
Illinois to mine coal there had
been a tragedy.
Representative Goodykoonts asserted that the "coroner's Jury verdict indicated that they, (the
union miners) have even control of
the process of law there."

CHARGE

B

ADE TO OWNER

tack

Baldng

OFFERS FOR

THIBODAUX

home, pop sed.
Wich I started to do, taking a
prltty long wile on account of me
asking about 8 shoe shiners how
mutch they charged to see if I
could find one that ony charged
5 cents so I make 6 myself by
keeping the other 5, wich I
couldent find one so I had to get
a dime shine and wen I went back
to pops office ho was all reddy
and mad, and he asked me wat
kepp me so confownded long and
then he started to go without
waiting to heer wat did, proberly
being a lucky thing for me.

Phosphate

0

S

A summer

A Pure, Sure

Use

If-

3mi

lre tonight?"

A. KIRKMAN.

ANSWERED JjETTERS.

x

"Your Tom!" how that thrilled
Gertio.
'I don t know. He s been here
twice. Maybe he s tired, and will
His
other
go to some
place.
friend, the New York fellow, only
come that one night."
She didn't
add that stie wanted Tom to come
so badly it hurt.

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
Bj LAURA

By Edna Kent Forbes.
The six winners of the Ideal
Bridge club for the past season PERSONALITY AND LETTERS.
there are some experiments being
will be entertained at luncheon tomade to remove superfluous hair In
day at 1 o'clock by the six losers.
The woman who is really charm- mass, instead of the tedious methThe winners will meet at the Hat
is the one whose personality od
of extracting the hair singly.
Shop at 12 o'clock to be Inrormed ing
Is felt even when she is not presabout the luncheon.
ent. Good looks and nice clothes If they result in destroying the
roots of the hair and not Injuring
will make up ror a pallid personalSUMMER SUIT OF
ity, while tho woman herself is
but when she is out of the
FLOWERED CREPE around,
room she is forgotten unless she
has something more than a fair
complexion and a good figure. Personality is particularly important
in letter writing.
few people write
Surprisingly
good letters. They tell us that
letter writing is a dead art, that
we modern people aro too hurried
to sit down and compose a letter.
Instead, we dash off a note condensing our thoughts into as few
words as possible and giving nothing but personal information and
gossip. The old fashioned letters
that gave the news of tho day are
-rendered unnecessary by modern
newspapers and magazines. Nevfho
even
trivialities that
ertheless,
- V
I
now compose our correspondence
should be stamped with the personality of the writer.
It is easier to say this to you
than to tell you exactly how you
are to become an expert letter
writer.
Good letter writers, perhaps, are born and not made. Certainly the books that tell you how
J
ST'
to write correct social and business
letters will not help, they will only
J
s
immA v' A. 1 make you more
stilted, though
they may tell you the proper way
of beginning or ending a note.
My advice would be for you to
read books of good letters, first and
foremost, a translation of Madame
Sevlgne, one of the greatest letter
writers In all history, whose charming stylo and lively point of view
are a great contribution
to the Do You Wrlto Interesting Letters?
world's best literature.
Read other books of letters, too, and see the muscular tissues, they will be
whether you can inject personality one of the greatest blessings womInto your own correspondence.
en have ever known. These expernot In line with X ray
Donna: I do not thing your In- iments are
adformation
is reliable, although treatment. Send a stamped
dressed envelope for directions on
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you won't find people.
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carrier or by mail, one- month. 85c;
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"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
rating than is accorded to any other paper In New
Mexico." The American
Newspaper
Directory.
The only paper in New Meiico Issued every day
in the year.
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The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
the use, for
ot all news credited to
it or not otherwise credited in this paper and also
the local news published herein.
Daily, by

far from the state of development In which
they might be entrusted with control of their own
affairs. Progress they have made since the United
States rescued them from th degrading clutches
ot Spain. They have been given
training and proved
themselves such apt pupils that their domestic affairs are under native management.
President Harding told the mission the Filipinos
would be "unfitted for the solemn duties of self- government without national aspirations," which is
to say their present lack is a national consciousness moving them to think In terms of the common welfare in their relations with the outside
world.
This will come In time, as if he people are
more accustomed to managing their domestic affairs
and become conscious of the responsibilities which
a nation must assume.
Very properly the president declined to Indicate
to the members of the mission when he thought the
Filipinos would be equipped to "go It alone." It
depends on when the Filipinos would be equipped to
"go it alone." It depends on the Filipinos themselves
when they shall become Independent in every sense
ot the term. Under American tutelage they will
continue to make progress. While America should
ers the expense and responsibility of their foreign
relations and their defense their growing youth are
which
given education, theoretical and practical,
should qualify them not many years In the future
to undertake the duties of government for which
it is this country's earnest aim to fit them.
were

ire cut

Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones

By Hoot.

By Howard B. Garis.

Conan Doyle, having become
believer in spirits now announces
Copyright, 1921, by McClure
mat lie is an advocate of prohibiNewspaper Syndicate.
tion.
We had thought
that the
main
IW'C'l.E
WIGGILV AMD TOM. banish object of prohibition was to
and
lower
them.
spirits
MIK'S TOKS.
"What's
the matter, Susie?
Why aren't you out plnylng with
the other boys and gills?" asked
LTncle
one day as he
'Wiggily
hopped past the house where
Susie Llttletail, the bunny rabbit
girl, lived with her brother Sam-miUncle Wipgily knew the
other animal boys and girls were
having a good time, for ho had
just hopped past a green field
where they were playing ball,
e.

ring-aroun-

he-rosie

d

Steve Katonka, sentenced to die,
writes a poem on New Mexico,
tjulcr the circumstances je ?t!
safe in doing so.
Medico do Hlerro

contributes th's

to the Chicago Tribune:

June 27, 1922.
demand, 8.41'i; cables, 8.42. Italy
demand, 4.73; cables, 4.73. Belgium demand, 7.99 a; cables. $8.00.
uermany demand, .28; cables,
28. Holland demana, 38.82; cables, 38.88. Norway demand, 16.15.
Sweden demand, 25.65. Denmark
demand, 21.23. Switzerland de-

4.60; stockers and feeders, $5.253
6.50.

Hogs
Receipts, 400; market,
steady to 10c lower; top, $10.00;
bulk, $9.65(8)10.00.
Sheep
Receipts, 100; market,
strong; ewes, $4.508'5.50;
spring
lambs, $11.50012.50.

FOR RENT
3

'J

Dwelling.

KENT

1)'UK
8

Furnished
Norllt Fourth.

bouse,

fuur-rou-

mand, 18.95. Spain demand, 15.53.
Greece demand, 3.27. Toland demand, .02
demand. 1.92. Argentine demand,
f'hicaco.
35.75.
Brazil demand 13.75. MonChicago, June 26. Butter, high
treal, 98 ,4.
er; creamery extras, 37 54c: firsts,
32
36V6c:
seconds.
30(g'31c
Tjlherty Bowls.
standards, 3714c.
New Tork, June 26. Liberty
Eggs, easy; receipts. 28,930 cases
bonds closed: 3',4's, $100.00; first firsts, 21 Vt 21 He; ordinary firsts, Phone
4's, $100.10; second 4's, $100.00; 205j)20Hc;
miscellaneous. 20Vi
first
home
J100.2G; second 4',4's, 2ic; storage packed extras, 22 44 s FOR KENT Modern
wiin two
porcbea; summer
JI00.04; third 41,i's, $100.06; fourth 23c; storage packed firsts, 22 14 c. rales. Phone sleeping
2128-Fowls
$100.22;
Victory
Poultry, alive, unchanged.
lull Kt,M
home, furnished,
$100.52.
22e; broilers, 28 38c;
roosters,
bath, garage, screened porch-- 114 North
Czecho-Slovak-

B'Oit KENT

PRODUCE

Two room house with ileep-in- g
porch. 1724 South Arno.
Folt HUNT Modern three-roofurnish
l""ie. Inquire til.? Ka.it Paolfic.
Jj'Oit ItENT Two-rooruriiishedf bouBe,
with porch. 1Q';3 South Walter.
FUH KENT Modern completely furnlih-e- il
five-roobungalow.
Phone 29-Flvo-roo"UK KENT
furnished houaaT
earaite.
Inyuirs 32a South Arno,
1340--

ia

i

44'.

four-roo-

4!'.

4's,

"I transplanted a gland from my
monkey wrench onto my Henry
Ford. A motor cop tried to pinch
mo tor speeding, and the car bit
GRAIN
him and then climbed a tree and
hmiR from a limb by its tail light."
Yfs. and the next thinir it.
Cliieuiro Board of Trade
ably did was to raid a peanut stand
Chicago, June 26. Rains and
and run away with a circus.
cooler weather .preventing
crop
had a bearish effect today
Man who locked son in a box damage
on the wheat marKet, and so, too,
gets five months in pententlary. did misgivings in regard to the
Many a dad who ought to box his German
Wheat
political crisis.
son fails to do it.
to 24c net lowclosed heavy,
and
to
er,
with
$1.11',
$1.1114
July$1.12 to
The Gibson ball players said thev
$1.13., Corn
thought the prohibition of the use September
to
down, oats
ot the spitball Is a sumptuary law, finished
c to 154 c and provisions at
off
which is something they do not beto
17c
decline.
figures
lieve in, Even baseball's going dry, unchanged
Liquidating sales on the part of
they said.
holders1 or wheat tooK place on an
new buyA jawbone six feet long has been extensive scale, whereas
failed to develop. Be
in
ing
dug up on a farm near Roy. Must sides, volume
with apprehension relieved
havn belonged to some prehistoric
as to the crop outlook, speculative
scokl.
pressure to sell showed a notice
lit
Pullman porters soon will sing, able increase and except for amar
while they brush your hat. Give tle hesitancy at the start the
you melody in F, discord in B flat. ket was on the down grade almost
The most frequent songs they'll use, constantly throughout the session.
opinion
while they dust and yank you. will It was a Generally accepted
was made, and
be ' For that nice two-btip, thank that the winter crop the
that for the present
spring crop
you mister, thank you."
could be looked upon as in fine

tour-roo-

Ceilar.

Phone

23;ti--

rePotatoes, slightly weaker;
FUJI RENT Th
hoTJeT
nl
porch, furnished: water an uht i
ceipts, 104 cars; total United States
shipments, 960; southern sacked O'llre 11110 tjouth Edith.
Bliss Triumphs, $2.702.90 cwt FOR KENT Houat., an mas; furnlsheii
and unfurnished.
ur
Alabama Spaulding Rose, sacked
North Carolina Kealtora, 8011 West Gold.
$2.00 Si 2.25 cwt;
J.IiAj. ttOUSeB and Sn.rtm.nl
Irish cobblers, stave barrels, $4
rnnn. i;..i.n
luiuisneu or not.
(5)4.60 cwt; Wisconsin and Michi
2.10
$31.90
gan sacked round white,
TO RENT
modern hums,
cwt.
with tas and garage.
"i 'veat Jew lorK.
Kansas City.
I'Olt RENT 108 South
Amu. Jul 1"
Kansas
June 26. Eggs,
City,
soven rooms and bih ii.r
ku.m... '
firm; unchanged; firsts, 20c; sec hot water heat. Phone 16il8-onds, 16c.
ttvit KbNr bevera modem fumlihed
Butter creamery, 40e: one cent
cottasrei: rent ti'S. l.in
ik.
higher. Packing, one cent higher, line. Appiy at 1218 South Edith.

and games like that.
"I I can't go play
with
Tl'ESDA V
.June 27, 1922
them," answered Susie, trying to
make her little pink nose twinkle
like Uncle Wiggily's bigger one.
C'HAMBfcli OF COMMERCE BUDGET.
But Susie didn't do it ery well.
Tou can't go play with the
others?" exclaimed the bunny
An advertising budget must raised for the Chamuncle in surprise. "Why not? i
ber of Commerce or its doors will close by
July 16.
hope you haven't been a bit bad,
so your mother is keeping
Manager M. h. Fox refuses to take a salary if
Susie,
I OR RENT
RUSSIA AT THE HAGUE.
23c.
brick, modern!
you home."
the necessary money to support the commercial
well and completely furnished:
no alck!
it isn't that," laugh?d
"Ohi
8 West Lead,
Jl
703
West Silver.
Inquire
New York Cotton.
He regards it as better to
body isn't forthcoming.
soviet organ at Moscow, de- Susie. "It's only that mother
the
The
FOR
Pravda,
cotton
RENT
16.
York.
June
New
furnished
Spot
n
let our
discover what a Chamber
saw some red spots on me thii
with sleeping porches; modern;house,
ISO
clares that "Russia cannot and will not yield the
quiet; middling, $21.50.
of Commerce means to us by being without one,
morning, and she thinks maybe
loom. iaii at 106 East Santa Fe.
closed
Russia
futures
steady
Cotton
That
is,
of
ownership."
private
principle
measles
alio
and
the
LIST
they're
vacant
your
bouses
wun
Do
us
to
to
the
than
fool ourselves by having one in will not
City
permit
July, $20.93; October, $21.08;
Realty Co.. for Dromnt in
grant other nations' claims to Russian prop- doesn't want me to give them to
cember $20.91; January, $20.79 service.
name only.
207 West Gold.
the other children.
nt...
erty.
$20.65.
March,
lua. RENT Modern brick
"Tour mother Is quite right.
The organizers of the present chamber told the
A soviet leader quoted by, an American correDouse, furnished soltahl. tn- h... .......
Susie,' said Uncle Wiggily. I
public that a budget would be necessary.
v.,
The
ouie. j is iNonn Maple, phone 2272-pricannot
"We
this.
recognize
see
on
don't
rfd
amplifies
any
spots
spondent
you
dues carry the overhead, but the overhead can be
l'OR RENT Completely furnished four-- i
vate ownership as a right," he says. "We refuse to myself, 'but perhaps that's bew tnree icreened porches.
cause my eyes aren't as good as
dispensed with if the budget is not raised.
Phono 143D-or Inquire 1204 Bast
the property of the state, although we are they once
Cen
were. But it is best to
tral.
The Mountain States Telephone company, the Al- alienate
condition
willing to grant the use of it to former proprietors be careful."
FOR
RENT
Gas
and
furnlsh-.Electric
?
modern,
buquerque
company, the City or others for very long periods and to entertain the
Governmental uncertainties in
"Uncle Wiggily." begged Susie.
?UM' wlth ,wo Porches, basement.
Electric company and Col. George E. Brecce tided
AGAIN
was hop
em
Germany were exploited as bearish
East CoDDSr. Inmilr.
of compensation for former proprietors as the bunny gentleman
'"
principle
strife
Cedar.
1
resulting
because
presumably
over last month's necessities by subscribing two
had sonir.ping away, "i wish
as well."
would more or less check United
one to play with mo."
FO; RENT
m
thousand dollars to the fund; but twenty-fiv- e
thouern and furnished: large sleenlnr nnr-States export trade in wheat and
"I wish you had:
said Uncle
to say, while the soviet government will
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That
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would
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with
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tell
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what
real
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title
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absolute
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Press.)
grocery. Phone
also tend to interfere with payAs soon ns I get back.
Sueie.
This is the city's business. It may be a town's
leases and will pay foreign do,
FOR RENT OR SALE Jnlv
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from going to the store for Nurse
for breadstuffs already
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funeral.
room modern house, n.ir .hnn
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confiscated property formerly
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partly
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this
in
close
watch
self!"
change received
London, June 26 (by the Assonqulre tot New Tork.
those who get the real benefits, the sanatoria, the them.
connection. .Meanwhile, announce- ciated
"Oh. will you? How lovely!"
Wall Street
Press.) Mount Everest has ''OR RENT
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the
decrease
liberal
ment
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of
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26.
of
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York,
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Reports
tradesmen, the doctors and
property
of again baffled the best efforts
have control of Russian iron,
381-supply
Unrle Wiggily lmppcd on and that the slock exchange had found United States visible
call for k"ys at 1624 l'... n.n.
man.
holders must respond now or close the Chamber of of letting foreigners
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ral.
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apparently,
of
coal, oil, railroads and finances on terms profitable soon he can.c to the house where no proof of mi attempted "corner" wheat failed, demand
or to bring theThe Calcutta correspondent
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seized early
At mid-daing price of 18114.
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bungalows. 214 and 218 North m.i.. .
sian peasantry, which holds the lands
to abandon further attempts, will
rent until September sit Lis n.r
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after several moderate reactions,
planning a citadel or home for the organization here. In the revolution and would not give them up under
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which
condition
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the
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II at 724 East Central.
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it rose to 204
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tax
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Another
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Save You Money on Tour
Building and Repairing
BECAUSE
I do tha work myself. I have no
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save money.
J. h. DCRLINO,
Plione
1903-- J
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.
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thoroughly modern. Large glassed-in
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front
porch;
porch, heat and water furnished
708 EAST CENTRAL
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FOR
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completely
Highlands,
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from Central avenue, Fourth
ward. Prloe $5,000. Terms.
Four rooms, furnished, four
blocks from Central avenue,
corner lot, Fourth ward; $4
000. Terms.
--

cement block, commodern, unfurnished.
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ONE BM ALL, and ona larfc-furnished
apartment, with hot water, 1215 Wait
Cool,
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Dieckmann
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FOR SALE
whits tueco bungalow, modern, hardwood floors, fireplace,
furnace, cellar, garage, corner lot. flue
location; Fourth ward.
Eight-roopebble
dashed dwelling, bath, etc.; also two-rooadobe In rear, lot 7Gxl42j Third
Five-roo-

buil-nrs-

M. Johnson,
Insurance, Real Estate, Loans.
21 W. Gold. Phono 240.
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BRASFIELD, watch,

clock and

holstered; overatuffed rockers, chalra
sad divans made to order; all work
Staple ton's Upholstering
guaranteed. 1837-J.

Bhop. phone
YOU lOo
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FOR every reeldence, nam and address
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to buy small wudern- - house,
reasonably close In; 800 down and 136
Interest
Inclusive.
1219 North
month,
Pecond or phone 1820-WA.NTED-f-T- o
rent four or five-roufiirnlshed house or apartment, with
glassed-i- n
.sleeping porch, for all months
nr. longer, 'tAddreaa Box X., car Journal.
WANT

1 TtrFOR SALE OR TRADE
;

t

El Paso home; paved street,

st..ue shrage; best residential seotlon.
Trade for, Albuquerque property or luort-sat- e
' i
notei Phont 14S4-.

North Seventh,, Albuquerque.
Grocery stores, merchandise. candy-so- rt
drink and. other highclaes business proposltlohB
not adver
Co.. 218
tised locally. Roberta-TurnWest (told.
FOR SALE
Only garage and filling sta
tion in A- -l town In oentral New Mex
ico, on national highway; modern and
toil 00; dandy four-rooin
modern horn
connection, highly
business
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leaaa on
with four-yefurniture,
all, goes for 14,000 cash; must aell Immediately account of sickness; no phon
Roberts-TurnInformation.
Co., 211
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i

Storeroom

FOR RENT

Building at 418 Weat Cop
per; suitable for garage. Inquire H. E.
Sherman, at First Savings Bank and
Trust Company, phone 8.
WILL arrange to suit tenant a 86x100
foot brick building; good oondltlon;
opposite Santa Fa
shops; reaaonable
terma '
f write' L. ' Hevrrntn, 109
Nrth First. Albuouerque N. If.
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WANTED - Careful Kodak finishing.
n
Twloa) dally service.
Remember,
guaranteed. Send your finishing
to a reliable, established firm. Hanns
A Hanns, Master Photosraphera.
ORCHX81RA AND SAND
SCHOOL
TOTJ have aa orohestra

or band In
strument and wish to learn to play
and
class
Instruction
receive
correctly
In algbt reading,
musical arithmetic
time, ton, tempo, scales, onorua, transposing and ensemble playing, Join our
school now. Fred K. Ellis, phona 302--

IF

FOR SALE

RabI Entatt

bALlS Two lota un Eaat" Lead, "or
will trade for small house. Address
Cheap, oar Journal.
FOR SALE Ona good fifty-folot oa
East Silver, near Highland park, on
easy torma. J, A. Hammond. 134 Bast
silver.
FOR SALE Six and three-fourtacres
Bplendld land Just outBldo city limits;
sultabl for either farming or dividing
into lots. Apply E. It., care Journal,
FOR

FOR RENT
'

Office Room

FOR KltNT Offio
opposite
have business orooerty for sale.
list it with McMUlioa A wood, ,
btilidlni, Fourto snl flQia,

nr TOU

Realtors
224 W. O'old.
INCOME
RESIDENCE ..
BUSINESS
LEASES .

l'lioim A57.
PROPERTIES
PROPERTIES
PROPERTIES

RENTALS
LOANS
INSURANCE
Collections Subdivisions.
3
riartments to rent,
$30 month.
$4,000 to Loan.
Maka us your REAL ESTATE
man. Thanks,

Realtor,

As Long As
A

Pbono 110.

$10.00 Per Load

HOME

That is worth the money that
you can buy on very easy pay
lnents.
A nice four room metal lath,
stucco bungalow, oak floors,
bath, large closets. A homey
little home, well built, nice
garage and well located.

It Lasts

A

Better Grade

$16.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinley Land

'&

Lumber Co.

Realtor.
Third and Gold.

Albuquerqus,

New Mexico,

m

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

1239

FRANKLIN & COMPANY

McCLtTGHAN,

Place.
Let,Us
WM. J, LEVERETT

114 South Second St.

FOR SALE

R.
,

$4000.0(1
Show You This

.l..i....

118 South
Second.
Jewelry work.
FURNITURE repaired, reflnlahed and up-

ay

Ikt-- l

Fiatu-- s

SURE SNAPS

.

IB

Per Cent Discount

on a.
in Univer-

good land contract
sity Heights.
$1,600 Notes, well secured, will
discount.
Four-roofurnished bungalow
near East Central, for rent,
m

Sensiee,

In2.

1

.

rooms, modern, furnished,
foot lot, garage. South Arno,

Three)
B0

D. Keleher,
Realtor.
211 W. Gold.
Phone 410.

J,

pustotflu.

FOR 'SALE MiacelUneou
ton hALJi Suction kaiL mi Morto

First.
FOR SALE Double set work harness.
217 North Third.
TRY BODDY'S MILK; BEST IN TOWN.
Phone 2413-RFOR SALE Fireworks galore, at Mann's
caRh btore. Old Town.
FOR KALE Roller canaries. 21 South
Walter, phune 1887-FOR SALE
Ladles' bicycle In good
S10 North Sixteenth.
FOR SALE Baby's collapslbla aulky;
reasonable. 611 East Lewis.
COLA AND 1HON

THE Great Amerk n Drink.
FOR SALE Good high oven gaa range.
1:22 West Central, phone 10U-J- .
FOK SALE
New table vlcfrola and
records. Inquire at 1804 East Ce. tral.
ROOFINt

AUTOMOBILE
OH 8ALU

FOR
flrat-elaji-

Hudson speedster, exaellent
pflrgain. rnone 1488-r,
SALE
Bulck touring car"
nnniliHAn

nnH.nn..

city.

F3fl SALE

Some extra 9-- va
used oars;
easy terms. Mclntoth Auto C- e- 111
West Copppr,
S
fOU 8A LB
Llaht Riillc
Btudebalter,
2i0.
lit
CB. uoia.
FOR SALE Classiest triple
In
speedster
town or will trade for touring cat. Ap- i")- niHnii
oaroeni,
lrOR &ALH Ford sodan. rirantlullv noa,
In perfect condition, will trade for
reai estate worth the money. Room 15,
glrst National Hank building.
FOR SALE OR TItADK For team of
marea not under 1,100 pounds, and
wagon,
Bttidehaker touring car. rhone M, L. Bird, 112.
FOR BALK Auto parte to one hundred
different makea and model cara; largest
stock of used parts In southwest
Auto
salvage Co., 215 Weat Ban Antonio atreet,
Kl Paso, Texas.

EXPERT guaranteed work, phone 1884-iCR SALE Universal three-hol- e
oil
stove, good condition. 401 North Sixth.
FOR SALE Good upright piano, cheap
for cash.
Call immediately at 214
West Gold.
DRIVERLESS FORD CO.
0
FOR SALE
Winchester repeating
RENT
Ratea 15o DM mile.
rifle; perfect condition. 91414 North FORDS FOR
tl per hour minimum. Bpeclat ratea
weeK days, ask ror them;
leo auto reHO LA AND IRON
121 North Third, phone (80.
THIS great double tonic, at all soda pairing.
fountains.
A'JTO WRECKING CO.
ALBUQUERQUE
MANZANO GINGER ALB
New and Used
THE home product Is Just s little better;
REPLACEMENT PARTS
boost It.
In Stock for All Cara:
FOR SALE Three bolta areen horlan. ALL parts tested before leaving shop.
aultable for Interior walls. Address
Radiators, eleotrlcal parts, tops, bodies,
J. K. care Journal.
lights, hurna, Ignition seta, aprlngs, eto.
FO't KALK Black currents for maklna Parte carried for 22 makea of cara New
drive ahafts, pinion and ring gears
axlea,
Jellies, pies, preserves and Jama. Beul- carried for ail cars. Keep us In mind.
auii nancn, pnone zur-K- l,
NEW MEXICO'S OT.DRST WRECKING
TYPliVVRITERii.
all makaa. SI & and un:
HOUBB.
fl per month. Albuquerque Typewriter
8
West Central.
Phone 434.
Boutri
jrourtn.
j.acnna.
6
SAVE
cent on dismantled
per
FOR BALE Heavy black enamel porch
parte, tires, batterlea, aprlnga, wheela,
awing; also golden oak swing, both In bearlnga, rims, fenders, electrical equip710 West Lead.
goudcondltlon.
ment, msgnetoa, gears, axles and drive
FOR BALE Cheap, WaaiboiirfriubT
shafa, rtdlators, eto.; a oumplets line ot
kitchen utensils, fruit Jars, nev-used parte for Overland, all models; Willys-Knigh- t,
4, 6, 8; Bulck, 4; Btudebaker,
uy sick, sis n Houth Edith, liiS2-M- ,
4; Overland,
FOR BAI K Used tractora.
and 4,6: 6; Chalmers, Reo 4: Pales,
Maxwell, pleasure
Hupmobile.
with gang plows
Hardware ana
trucks; Chevrolet, 490-1- '. B.; Mitcneu,
uryai tuiem, j, ivurpcr si vompany,
4; Baxon, 4. A complete lino new rings,
FORi SALE
Fresh buttermilk and cot- pinions and transmission gears
cags cneese; also fresh milk In gallon gears,
and axis shafts for any car. Mclntoah
iota,
nwayne a Jjairy, pnone 1H15-Auto Co., 811-1- 6 Weat Copper.
FOR BALE Planoa and player planus;
WHEN IN NEED OB
pre-wvalues. Phone 104. Geo. P.
rims, carburetora, aprlngs, magx.ernarq runs up., gif south Walter. TIRES,
netos
wheela, (ears, axles,
JUST airbed from Navajo reservation bearings, generators,
burns, accessories
with s flnej selection ot
ruga,
COMB TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
at right prices. Occidental Navajo
Hotel, phone WE HAVE SALVAGED TO DATE THE
1004.
FOLLOWING MAKES OF CARS:
D5SJ Cadlllae.
Bulck C24, C25, D
FOR BALK Standard make used player
AChBndler, Chevrolet 490, FB.
-l
In
Chalmera,
sMI
at
pianos,
condition) will
Dodge, Dort,
bargain on easy payment plan, rhone nabv Grand;
Ford, Hup 10, H. K. N. Maxwell. Mltoh-e- ll
Olda 8, Overland, ovary model; Baxon
FOR BALE Just completed fine large 4 and
Wlllya-Knigh- t,
4 and
; Studebakrr
.uuiTuvm mouern presaes Drica; nouse;
every model.
you don't see your ear Is the above
It
.r, j iBiwn.niPi terms, rnone iy-llist, remember,
SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions WO ARM SALVAGTNGI T.ATB MODEL
CARS EVERT PAT,
prevent fallen Insteps; curea all foot
ln addition to the largest atook of used
troublea, II. Planter Arch Bunnorts. Thos.
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 Weat Central. porta in the state, we carry a COMPLETE lino of NEW gears, drive shafts,
axis ahafts and general accessories, for
1 per gal)OD for all kinds of roofa,
f lon.
car.
r-Tha Manaann
110 finnlh
OUR PRICES ARB THE LOWEST,
Walnut, phona 1S84-J- .
up
Try a built
VIADUCT GATtAOB.
loin, win last hi lone: aa inn mil on a.
600 SOUTH SECOND.
LBE EFFECTO AUTO TCP and scst
T.argeat
parte houaa In the Btsta.
dreaslng. Effecto Auto Enamel. Vals- par.
Valspar Enamel on automobiles.
SALE
FOR
Furniture
Homestead
Plymouth Cottage Print.
Floor Paint lloof Paint and Cement
VUUMTUHif REPAIRING and upholster- assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leatb
ing. Phono 61 r w. Ervln Bedding Co.
t:n.. 08 Wet. Central
Tbone I0E7-J- .
FUR BALE Dining tables, 44.60; chalra,
FOR BALE (By Chaa. Mann), show
three-quarta,
II 26; heds,
bed,
cases, scales, copying press, Oliver
112.35; girl's bicycle. 115: wicker
typewriter, Dalton adding machine, three hnhy rarriiige, refrigerator, dreaslng table.
H. P. electrlo motor, four II. P. gasoline
iiz.Bti; only complete stock ot used fur-tur- e
engine, sanitary slicing- - machine, coffee
In city. 3:5 South First.
mill, twelve-liggasollns system, two FOR
DinUsed
SALE
furniture:
box springs and two cows.
ing table, 111.75; chairs. 41.75; bed,
ID. 00; single bed, spring mattress, $18.75;
CARPENTERING
chiffonier. 114.00; Ivory dressing table,
PETT1FORD THE ODD JOB MAN. 118.60; mahogany rocker, $5.60; wicker
All kinds of work. Phono H7I-J- .
chair, 814.00; wicker rocaer. 46.78; leath
er rocker, 87.50. Call at American
P. 3'. McCAFFREY, plumbing and heatCompany, 223 South Second.
ing repair work a specialty,
rhone
1870-FOR SALE Oak dresser, 112.50; oak
I WILL ESTIMATE all or any part of
chiffonier, 112.60; two library tables,
your work; I make a specialty of lath- t5 and 810; 0x12 rug, 8; aewlng ma
ing and shingling. Wm, Conner, phona chine, $4; halllree,
j; eanitary couch,
2418-.I16; eteel cot, 43; Iron bed with aprlngs
three-quartFLOOR
BANDING
We can resurface and mattress, 412; also four
your old floors and make them like beds wltlr springs and mattresses, baby
new and mnka your sew floors perfect. buggy, 110; high chair. II; Perfection oil
cuok ssove, $5; three dining chairs, 12.60
Phono 2070-aar-hand twenty records,
LET me figure your new house or re- 420; .23I'honagraph
caliber rifle, $3. C. 13. Bynum,
pairs; reaaonable prices; work guaran- 611 North Third,
E.
teed; estimates free. Call 1715-11. Johnson. 414 J ohn.
LOST AND FOUND
WT5 DO ODD
JOB carpentering and
Baby's crochoted bonnet. Paone
house building, reasonable;: Investigate LOST
1642-our low prices; cellmates free. Phone
Z3B0-214
LOST Female Airedale, 8 months old.
Tale.
j. p. KluKen,
1 WANT you to
my low prices on with J. Wheeler Jones. 1208 East Gold
Investigate
collar.
on any kind of a building proposition
. have tn
yA. B. Palmer, Bunga-loy
LOST 810 hill, between Wllly-Nlll- y
Builder, bos 41. city. Phone 1761-and Wool worth's store; liberal reward. Phona 1705-FOR RENT Ranches
LOST On 'June 6, dark bay horse, acar
on front foot, grey hairs ln tall; finder
FOR LEASE 820 acres of good mountain
1418 South Fourth; reward.
grazing and
agricutural ' land; good notify
cangrass and winter protection) good four-roo- FOUND Two girls' hats
Owner can have thein for pay
yon.
house; 5o an acre per year. Call
07
at 1281 yiiflnla boulevard,
this
toad.
tcr
West
Mountain
ad,
ing

la

f;

!.

New, modern five room home ln
Heights. Hardwood floors, heating plant, garage. Close to car
line, $4,760. Terms.
New five room home, Heights.
Bath, hardwood floors, $2,950.
Part cash.
Six room brick, HiRhlands. Bath,
sleeping porch, garago. Corner
lot, $4,700. Terms.
Five room brick, close In, Highlands, Furnace, full lot, east
front, shade, $5,500. Easy terms.
McMILLIOK & WOOD,
Realtors.
208 W. Gold. Insurance. Irfinns.

Imnig

$2,100.

modern brick, 2 glass
porches, heat, lawn, garage, near
library,
J. A. IIA5IMOM),
824 E. Silver,
Phono 1522-R- .
Eour-roor-

n,

$15.00,

OPPORTUNITIES

Price

...

si

A.L MAKTIV CO., REALTORS
Real Estate, liro and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
123 W. Gold.
Phone 150.

HERE'S

a

SIX

PERSONAL

features,

lawn and
located In
terms, for

$3,700

KENT
Two rooma and sleeping FOR BALE Two-rooiwo Wi1'ToDE'tper'e"oe1
mllk!r. Phone
porch; aummer ratea; modern. Phono
2414-Jnation
jiuiiiensnine ualry.
,
WANTEIFOR SALE
rFet
-A
five-rooclass mechanlo to
By owrer,
modern
RENT
New
house.
take charge of out of town garage.
09 W eat Bants Fe; very
modern three-roo, VOIt
apartment; reasonable rent. 411 Weat
.(uitntl SlUtO O.
FOK BALE Five-roomodern house. WANTED Carpenter, ror form work,
FOR
ftF.NT
(llamm
norm lowianos, lot, university Heights.
long Job, free transportation.
Employ- ...
kitchenette, connected with bath. 410 Phone H305-ixv nuutri intra.
FOR BALE If you want s cozy home,
Full BENT Modern three and fourbargain for cash. Owner
errooery in
. goon
room apartments, with oath; turnlshed, 9iv west copper.
ann
neighborhoodAnni
,
uiiu small
..va..iu
SH West Coal.
,
FOR BALE Home, furnished or unfur-nlshenuiiresa cutcner, care Journal.
FOR RENT
email
Large room, with kitchen
balance like WANT agenla to sell the beat healtlilind
ette and sleeping porch, f 10 per month. rent. mis ftouth pnyment,
Etllllr, phone 1582-J- .
.i.uoiu insurance in the world
noma
the money. Largest company of for
Arno.
"a
FOR SALE
Three frne iomea. East Cen- Klnn
Its
r 1..
In
FOR RENT
Two furnished rooma, for
tral, Eaat
Silver and
Univeralty money. Itoberts-Turnno alck. "cum., j. a. nammona, -' Eaet
Co.,
state
ngnt
Silver.
adults;
agents.
Housekeeping;
.
754 Mouth Second.
tjoiq, Aipuquerque, N. M.
Fun SALE Four-rooand bath,
Three-rooFOR RENT
close In highlands, 18,(00; eaay frame,
Femiito,
modern nicely
terma.
Room
15. First National Bank
iurntshed apartment; very reasonable.
building. WANTED Girl to waBh dlshea and do
e.
4. a west santa
.
Five-rooFOR SALE
oti aoutn Broadway
brick home; garFOK RENT Apartraema
and houaea,
age; best part Fourth ward: owner out WANTED Woman to work on ranch.
-ii
lurnisnea or not. Phone 1621-e p. m.
J. of city, aays sell; no agenta. Phone
mr
till West TIJeras.
A. Hammond,
East Silver.
WANTED Laundress.
I.a
Four-rooFOR RENT
.. ,.
furnlahed apart- - FOR, SALE OH KENT Modern five-rooHotel. Addrase rhuH. it r--i Esperania
t.ma.
,
ment. wits piano, July j; no slcjc, in
and bath, good location, cloae
TO,
If,
to sell; owner
quire 013 Norm Kecona.
leaving city, 1932-WANTED Spanish girl to do light house
Two-rooFOR RENT
west iean.
apartment; alao
van any time, 216
no aloit; FOK SALE By ownei, suburban home, South Ninth street.
lor
no emmren.
eos North Fourth.
four rooms and Bleeping porch,
WANTED A competent woman to do
city
e
FOR RENT
Furnished modern outalde water, fruit troea, grape arbor.
hnnaoworu-- .......
ni. K.a An . c'uh,. ......
box 211. CltT.
bath.
Averlll
apartment;
private
t ixiyi KBst
Hiiver; small family.
Three-rooSEE)
THIS
Apartmema. zns'.s North Second.
cottage with j WANTED stenographer with
experience
FOR RENT
sleeping poren. garage, sn endld lot.
Furnished front apartment,
ii
ai estate anu insurance. Apply,
three rooms and private bath. 216 '4 priced right and terms. 1501 Virginia sating previous employment,
to poatoflce
J!SZ-J- ,
ui.un.varn,
pnnne
weeonq,
'box 214.
Ainuquerque notei.
j'inn
mod
FOR
RENT Three-roofurnlahed FOR SALE Homo, new
Mule anuTFeniala.
em, pressed brink bungalow; screened
apartment: modern, l:!.&0. 40 South
pnrcnes, lawn, nowers, trees. See owner, WANTED Man and wife for small
First. Inqulra at Savoy Hotel office.
dairy
821 West silver,
1949-man to do milking and take care
Two-roophone
FOR RENT
of
furnished mart.
1
I
ment; hot and cold water, light and FOR BALE New nomea by owner; one atock; woman for general housework and
vmrm or ttiuk utensns.
824 West Gold; one
' phone paid; rent reasonable. 421tt 110
siis-j-- i
phone
North Maple; one four-rooflO PREPARE for a
Boutn uroaeway,
superior puslUm 'y
norm Maple; terma Call 121 Weat 611
Three-rooFOR RENT
attending our Summer Sessions.
1H9-fer.
phono
V
Inatruotloni rapid progress. Specanitrtmpnt: modern: hot and cold FOR
SALE
ial aummer rate. Western School for
furBy owner,
(water. 411 South Arno. Inqulra 116
nished house, neat and clean; water rnvBta oecratanee. fnona uoi-- j
.i Wrst Silver, phone 678.
ana
electrlo
chicken
house
and
lights,
for country
, ,TOR KENT One large and ona small wood shed. 1309 Virginia boulevard. Call WANTEDmanMan and woman would
(convalescent
piace;
do);
at iozs worth Bixth, phona 1540.
woman for general
very little work;
Crane Apartmenta,
Jhuuiekeeplng.
FOR SALE
th Beventh. phone 114.
By owner,
cottage housekeeping; work for both extremely
with sleeping porch, lot 67xll3 feet. light. Answer Country Place, Morning
LINCOLN APARTMENTS,
newly fur.
jiiuuem pigeon iuii, nutcnea ana Journal.
chicken
to aell. WANTED Man and woman, woman to
In!
hnuae; - all
priced
hot and cold water; cool and eloaa
. new;
.1
Ynm.lt
m
II I
h
313 South Third, phone 914-assist ln management and care of email,
High, phone 410.
well-knoresort ln northern New MexFOR RENT
Three large, cool rooma and FOR KALE Well-bui- lt
ico;
mart to do milking and cars for
by practical
glassed sleeping porch, bath adjoining,
builder, 1075 cash, or best offer, buys gardens.
Address B, B-- cars Journal
nicely furnlahed for housekeeping, neat
and giasaed-l- n
Bleeping porch. office.
ana ciean; aeairsoi
summer location
Electrlo and city water. Tha best In
( 416 West CoaL
town for lrea!tha.eker
'
Palmer, 1822
Modern tour-rooFOR RENT
apart- Bontn mgn,
jnnna 1768-ment, newly decorated, oak floora, fine
FOR
CONTRACTORS
SALE
Ca volt Slid
Direct from owner, beautl- - CEMENT"
near McClel-lahade, excellent location,
Pedro. 403 South Seventh.
im itve-roopressed brick bunaa nw.
park, very reasonable. 411 Weat Marr
Just
hardwood
floora through WANTED Money to loan on good llrat
completed;
ble. J'hone 14F.2-fire place; breakfast nook-- and all
mortgages. MoMllllon A Wood,
FOR RENT Completely furnished lower out;
Bunt-I- n
T21
location.
features; good
LOANS wanted on good real
apartment with Bleeping porch-- , kitchen West Lead.
Mrs. Fred Linda- - SEVERAL
Inquire
estate security. Baal Estate Exchange,
ette, privat entrance and private hath; man, 70S South Third.
.
409 West Copper.
best location In Albuquerque; very cool.
220 North Ninth.WANTED To buy team of mares, not
TOR RENT
Two large rooma and Bleep
under 1,100 pounds, and wagon, rhone
M.
ing porch; gas, light, coat range, hot FOR
U JB1M, jia.
SALE
Small
QUICK
rooming
and. cold water; well furnished.
SIB'
Inquire
Second. KALHOM1N1NG; alao cleaning kalsomlne
house; bargain.
South
206 South Walter; rent reasonable; suit
Two-storand
y
work guaranteed. John
FOR SaLEI
paper;
crick building.
able for shop man,
815 South First: location aood for anv Ooodaon. phona 434-FOR RENT Fu meted apartments,
kind of business.
gilt-edg- e
HAVE
flrat mortr"s
several
to eanatortuma; four rooma, FOR SALE
gage loana. Who wanta themt Mopopcorn outfit, Mllllon
Crjspetta
glassed-l- a
Bleeping porches, gaa; on East
A Wood.
tor
man.
live
complete;
proposition
good
Central car Una. Call 1821 East Central.
TRANSFER and aoavenRnr work
inquire 611 North First,
or Bee McMllllon ft Wood, nhnna S48.
reasonable ratea H. A. tlrlfflth, 721
WANTED
To buy a bakery, ln good,
ITOR RENT
July and August, nicely
live town; give full particulars in first East Iron, phone 1970-furnished four-roomodern apartment, letter.
box
Postofflce
N.
M.
872,
Raton,
UPHOLSTERINO, general furniture reak floors, aewty decoratea, large porchea,
FOR SALE Job print shop, in beat town
'tne shade, excellent looatlon near
pairing, packing. The Art Craft 8hop,
328
North Third, phone 3a-In Arizona: well equipped one-ma- n
park. 411 West Marble, phone
46t-hop. For particulars write K. R. C, care MAX BARGAIN BTOKK!,
at 116 South
First, will pay tha hlgheat prices for
WASHINGTON
APARTMENTS
1002 Morning Journal.
second-hand
TV est
your
clothing, shoes and
Central; location one of the WANTED A llva wire that can furnish furniture. Phone 8R8.
100 per cent ln a good paying bualnesa
Jf ''beauty epota" of Albuquerque: every
oo
-RUG CLEANERS
apartment haa private batlr, electrla range with a guarantee of
per month
8x1 J Ruga Cleaned. 11.28.
and all modern conveniences.
Phone S3. returns. Address B. C, care Journal.
J. D. EAKIN, proprietor.
SMALL aaw mill and timber proposition. MATTRESSES renovated. 13.60 and OP1
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
on railroad, for Bale, leaaa, let on aharea
or will consider a partner. J. F. Bran-ao- Bedding Company, phone 413-WEN'S HAIRCUT, 60o; children. 16c
their home. Phone 1068-- J.

floors, all

Will buy a furnished adobe stucco cottage with four rooms and
nice front porch screened and almost new. Can arrange terms.

Two

S1SJ--

sleeping porch, oak
kinds
of built-i- n
clothes closets, nice
shade trees. Well
Fourth ward, good
appointment call

HOME

A

.

Jas,

property.
ruceo frame
white
bungalow, modern, oak ftoora, built-i- n
f natures, garage and other outbuildings; Fourth ward.
'. A. FLEISCEEK, Eenllor
Firs, Acrldem, Antomihllt insurance,
Surety Boi Is, Loans.
No. Ill 8. Fourth St.
..'elephone (74.

iOR

WANTED $4,700
For a nice cozy little home of
four rooms and a glassed in

room brick, hardwood
floors, basement, hot air heat,
garago, corner lot, in a good
location and priced to sell. To
sea this call

Fiva

M.600

REALTY

'1924

WATCH THE
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
GROW
Buy your lot now, you will
want your now homo thc-e.

5

ward, cloao In,
Some good buya tn Central avenue

Realty Co,

Realtors,
309 W. Gold.
Phone 670.

Ws have several thousand dollars
to loan on business property.
GRIFFITH.
ACKERSOX
.Realtors.
120 8. Fourth St.
Phone 411.

$ MOO

P

'

NEAR SHOPS
FOR SALE

pletely
Lowlands, $45.00.
ACKEKSON' & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
120 8. Fourth St.. Phono 414

Mfeg

Fastest

r
FOR RENT

and

ln

AKfiS?"5

KINGSBURY

Realtor.,
Estate, Loans
Insurance.
rhone
Gold.

condition, $2,850.
OWNER J.KAVINO CITr.
In tho Fourth ward, a
house with every modern convenience. This can be
handled on reasonable terms?
1011 RKNT
Furnished and unfurnished
houses in all parts o tne city.
lNHlltANCK
Fire insurance on buildings
and contents. FIro, theft and
accident insurance on automobiles. Hall and storm insurance
on younp crops. Are you fully
protected? We handle every
kind of insurance.
i v i :i tsri v 1 1 1 ;icnTS.
General Agents for University
Heights- Addition.
arrowing:
residence section of
the city; $10.00 down and
$10.00 per month.
H, CHAS, R0EHL",
Phone 610.
six-roo- m

Wo have

D,

SALE

m

AN' IF IT tTAf, IN ILL.
CO IN IF 6HR THROWS)
IT OUT I'LL KNOW

It's a new two room frame
cottage with large bleeping
porch located in north end of
town. Has cement foundation,
and wired.
and is plastered
Water in kitchen and ditch
water for garden. Yard la nicely fenced and has several sheds
for chickens, nabbits, fuel, etc.
Lot is 60x148. The neatest little
home in .city for $1,860; on
ternis.

FOR

In the Third ward we have a
four-roohouse
with two
screened porches, shade trees,
etc. This plnoe la in A-

I'LL, THROW ME. HAT IN

JJTTLE PEACH.

A

i

Copyright.

T&aa Seven."

Fifty foot lots, $10.00
and $10.00 per month.

down

Wm. J, Leverett,
Phone 110.

Realtor.
Third and Gold.

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

CO,

218 West Gold.

Phone 407
CHOICE
RESIDENCE
AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES AND
RANCHES

Priced
rtOBi-;-

Rlslit.

i;r

Ts-Ti'- i;

$2.850

Fir Site

We have many excellent propositions ln close-i- n
business
and apartment sites.
ROBERTS- - Tl'RXFR m.

o.

-l

west

side.

NEW HIGHLY MOD-er- n
brick, hardwood
floors
throughout,
S,
mantel,
porch, etc., you
cant beat It. Choice west side
location.
We Have Others Ask Tn.

$5,000

five-roo-

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

BUSINESS LOTS"

(

NEW FIVE ROOM
with bath snd hardwood
floors tlivoiiKhout. up on
elevation. Ea.sy terma.
$3.250 NEW FOUR ROOM
modern with S. porch and
garage. W. side.
$3,700 SURE GOOD FIVE
room, inndorn with S. porch,
frame;, shade nnd lawn. Aeast side- location.
$4.250 NEW FOUR ROOM
modern adobe, Mastered, h.
w. floors throughout, plassed-I- n
s. porch. Eeleet elevation
location.
$ 1.750
SURE
GOOD FIVE
room modern with
nnd sleeping porch, fireplace
finished
in Old English, a real home,

218

V.

CO.

Gold.

Phone 407.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

AITim.MH.

Five new five and
brick bnnitalows on East Central. Ideal location. Prices
right. Terms to suit buyer.

JOHN W. WILSON,
Atlomef.
17 and 19, Cromwell Building,
For Rent-Roo- m
1I63-with Coard 3oraa II, Phonj
4'HVBICIAXa
AMI SliBdEONS.
West Copper.
10gANDBOAnD- Room and board for girl! DU. a. 1. DLillON,
C, M, BARBER
Ilsoaes of the Stomach.
."a Pimm waller.
Suite, t. Bsrnett Building.
TADLH HOARD,
single meals served.
PHONxV 714-- J.
312 North Tenth
DB. 8. C. CLARKE,
Eye, Far, Noes snd Throat.
ROOM AND HOARD,
per month; no
Barnett Building.
Phono Iff.
slrk. 1027 Forrester. ?s
Office Hours
FOR
n
RENT Ulaaaad-lwills
to 11 a. m and I to I p. m.
porch,
114 North Marie.
FOR RENT Rooms
ROOM with aleeplng porch and Board,;
W. M. SHERIDAN, Nl. D.
FOK HUNT
roof
Furnished
n. 422 South
septlemen only. Phonel479-W- .
Practice Limited to
ROOM AND BOARD, 435 per month;
oevenin, pnone 72-GKNITO . URINARY DISEASES
FOR KENT Housekeeping rooms.
n.
on ooutn nroanwav.
202
AND
DlSEASKs
Nortlt Edith.
OF THE SKIN
FOR RENT Room aiid aleeplng
porch; IVaasorsnan Laboratory In Connection.
FOR RENT Shaded front room, ground
biard If desired. Phone 1340-Bnnk
Blrtg. Phono 888.
floor. Phone 2042-CANVAS aleeplng porch, with
board.
FOR 11ENT Heveral unfurulshed rooms.
llOpcr week. 1207 East Central.
F. C. BAKES, M. D.
124 Houth Edith.
ROOM AND BOARD
Ratea reasonable.
612 South, Broadway,
Diseases of tho E:ye. Glasses Fitted
FOR RENT Furnished rooms; no chil-drephone 1971-110 South Walnut
Office removed to 114 N. SecFOR RENT Sanitary room and board.
at 415 a month. See Mis. Mass, 418 ond st. Ground floor. Phone
Do YOU wish cool, ahady room? 1007
S'uith Arno.
North Second: garage.
MATTRESS RENOVATING
FUKNIKMKD modern rooms; no sick; no VACANCY for convalescent ln
home.
715 Eaet Coal,
IX E..N U V A
n west puver.
private
ii
.imurqn.
i liN U. JJ.bU and UP- Hue cleaning, furnlturs repairing, furFOR KENT Furnished room and sleep- - phone 1579-BOARD
Ervln
nm in. a. a aoutn 1 niro
liuoa home choking, rates by niture packing. Phono 413-'
Oomnane.
LAUGH, cool room, beautifully furnished, nerthe men or week. Mrs. Knight, cor- ndiln
Broadway and Gold.
private bath. 1211 West Roma.
CHIROPRACTORS
OR RENT Have lovely vacancy for two
FOR
RENT Furnished
loom with
convalescents. Mrs. W. II. Reed, phone
16 North Second.
Kurneneno,
122C-406 South Walter.
blroprarfor.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping
IB Snd 20 ArmUo Building.
iOK RENT Nice, airy front room, two
room, close n. 817 Houih Third,
beds for gentlemen, with best of board.
FOR, RENT Room
and porch,
near 719 Houlh Walter, phone loHll-KOR SALE Livestock
ooaroing house. 203 North Kdlttr,
FOR RENT Large
front room and FOriSA LK Work horse.' Phone S51
FOR RENT One furnished room "for genwith board. Everything ?FOFl tiAI.U Two
sleeping
porch
young work mares.
tipmnn; aiso garage. 704 west Coal.
niiu in"iein. wan 110 xvortn Maple,
1
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for or phone 14H3-H.Wej Centra I, room 4.
FOIl
T
SALE
Pair
fil
West Sliver.
light housekeeping,
Angora rabbits, mala
SPECIAL summer rates.
S5 per month;
Chihuahua dog. 401 North fifth.
FOR RENT Two lurge airy froTitrioinB
excellent board,
private room with
and porch; all mo'Iern. 208 Kouth Arno. sleeping porch and tray service. St. FOIl SAMS Klemlsli Qtants, Kufus fieds.
Itelgiuna. bucks, does
FOR RENT Rooms for light housckcep-Ing- . John's Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 491. andBlack, Whites,
fryers. 711) West Lead, phone 1055-214 Eoulh Walter, I'hona 1H67-110 MM" SANATORIUM
Kirnt-clasa
BALE
Holsteln milk
FOR RENT Nice, nean aleeplng ami FOR convalescents, cool place for sum- FOR
mer, no mosqultos,
giving three and one-ha- lf
gallons
shade, running of oow.
rooms. 12114 North Third.
mo
a
milk
North Broadway.
day.
water,
frosh
eggs,
fruit
aril
milk,
FOR RENT Furnished
room with or tables;
separate rooms; ratea $43 per WILL TRADE or sell, three niuli'i, wagwithout housekeeping. (12 North
month. TulHrosa, N. M,
on and harness, for lata model Font
rar. V. J. Sanders, Pajarlto, New MexMHS. CAUL BEROLUND'S Private
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
seven miles south of Albuouerque.
ico;
1416
South
Edith,,
phone
light housekeeping; no alck. 423 West 135-Private rooms and porchea for
BALB July
4, fitly good
Iron.
tubercular patients; fresh vegetables and AUCTION
young hones weighing 1,100 to 1,600
e
FOR RENT Nice
sleeping fruits and plenty of milk; tray aervlce; pounds;
steel
at Mountain
mostly
gray,
214 H graduated
nurae attendance if desired; road and First.
looms.
Albuquerque Hotel,
glgned, Albuquerque
4K1 and 415 for summer months.
North Second.
Homo Market.
FOR RENT Three rooma with sleeping
FOR BALE ilorsoa and marcs, on tha
FOR SALE Ranches
porch; furnished for
housekeeping,
2i:th of June, 11)22, and thereafter un100 North F.dith.
FOK SALE
A email ranch, three-fourttil aold, I will have tw.o carloads of good
FOR RENT Three rooms and sleeping
mile weat ot bridge; modern house. A. young horses and marea for sale. Prices
porch with bath, fiirnlshed for light
will bo oheap, weight from 1.000 to 1.500
guinea.
housekeeping, rhone 1701-HOnEHTS-TLRNEbroke to work, some
company, 214 West pounds; aonie 1S5S-FOR RENT Rooms or rooma and board
Phone
310 North Broadhave
Gold,
established a special land
In private home; ratea reasonable; ;no department.
way. Grande Wagon Yard. Scott
sick.
408 South Arno.
3,300-acr- e
FOIt BALE
ranch, in east- FOR RENT Two furnished housekeeping
em part of atate, 150
cattle.
MONEY TO LOAN
rooms, with sleeping porch; no chilHelton's store, several deliver;,
dren. 1102 South Edith.
A
luquerqne. phone .llfi-J?- ,
WON & y TO LOAN On watches,
lia- -.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms; FOR SALE Ranch on North Fourth
monds, guns and everything valuable.
ratea by day or week. Over Pastime
street, six wiles from town, on main Mr. B. Marcus, 213 South First.
Theater, SI1H West Central.
ditch; paved road; a.reet ear aervlce;
LOAN on diamonds, watchta
LINCOLN APARTMENTS, newly furnish- sixteen acrea In alfalfa, balance In wheat
and good Jewelry; liberal, reliable, con- ed rooms: hot water, cool and close In. Phone 5414-jrfldentlal.
Gottlieb Jewlry Co.. 105 N. 1st
413 South Third, phone 414-FOR SALE- OR TRADE Fiva acres tn MONK V TO LOAN on eloss-l- n
Hty prop-ort- y,
FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished
Frultvalo, rear paved road; fine grape
McMllllon
rooma in modern home. Apply Mrs. or clilclten ranch; easy terma to right Wood. S06firstWestmortgages.
Gold.
real
Insurance,
,
or
room
Fred llamm, 42J North Second.
15, First estate.
parly Phone 493,
apply
FOR RENT One well furnished house. National bank, or 1100 South Walter.
s
Albuquerque-Hantof four acres, entirely femced"
fe- - Tioa
keeping room, close In; reasonable rent; UANC11 five-foDAILY HTAttE
no alck; no children. 304 West Iron.
with
poultry wire, three-fourtTo 1'oue (Read Doiin)
west
mile
of
Barelaa
bridge;
ELOIN HOTEL Steepin? rooms
and
7:,10 a. m.
leave
three screened porches;
housekeeping apartments, by the day, water In house,
10:.io a. m.
Arrlva
house. nrw garage and chicken
ween or inontn, lUZMj West Central.
Leave
12 so u. in.
houses; full blooded chickens and
FOR RENT Furnished' rooms with sleep- Leave
....12:30 p. m.
nlfo furniture; terms. Call owner,
ll :0) p. m.
Arrive
ing porcn ror ugnt nousekrepiug; water LM14-Jnd lights furnished, 710 West Lead.
To Albuquerque (Iteud I o)
acres,
SALE Ranch, twenty-tw- o
Foil
7:00 p. m.
FOR RENT Front room, well furnl'ehed,
Albuquerque
...Arrive...
house, garage, fine orchard,
Santa re
Loave. . . 4:00 p. m.
adjoining bath, use of phone, close in; all klnda of fruit, berries, alfalfa, impleFa
. .l'.'-.4Santa
one or two gentlemen. IDS West Rllver.
Arrive.
p. m.
,
cows; owner leaving
ments,
Espani la
Arrive. ..11 :1 6 a. m.
FOR RENT Furnished three-rooof health; two miles from
apart
Tsoa
7:30 a. m.
Leave...
Phone
ment, good location, ground floor, riose
old Town boulevard.
ARE TO SANTA I E, 4.W,
or 444. Postofflce boj
In; reasonable rent; no alck. 304 West owner, :U7-RTO TAOS, gll.f.0.
192. Old Albuquerque. N. M.
Iron.
Alhuquerque Headquarters
Blngllnf
FOR RENT Two newly furnished light
Prothers' cigar Store. 210 West Central
ItANCHKS FOIt SALE
Aver. i. rhone 800.
under
housekeeping rooms, modern, ground
RANCH, forty-fiv- a
floor, cloae in; no sick; no children, 104
Santa Fe Peadquarters Bank Confeo-ttoner- v.
thirteen In alfalfa; 1.100 fruit
West Iron.
rhone 423.
trees, excellent varieties, twelvo years
well
old:
water
improved,
good
rights;
FOR RENT Room with six windows, ail
commodious dwelling with complete
TIMK CARDS
conveniences, connecting ba'h. excelsystem and plumbing; large barn
1320
lent meals within a block.
Suit water
an Ideal country
and tenant house;
Stiver, phono 2344-suitable for sanatorium or rowort;
FOR RENT Exclusive, well furnished home,
price 410,000, part cash. H. II. Ooriual,
room, with large aleeplng porch, hut box
90.1. Santa Fe. New Mexico.
water heat and bath; centrally located.
421 West Coal.
Phone 1744-W- .
FOR SALE PouItry-g- g
SPECIAL OFFER One well furnlsheS FOR HALK Guinea eggs. Phone 2403-J8- ,,
room, six large windows, bath
WITBt,UN. Dally.
BUFF KP1NGTON eggs for hatching; Trsln.
prlvsts out side snt .nee; new
Arrive. Tepart,
blue ribbon winners.
Phone 147S-No. 1 Tha Scout.... 1:30 pro 4:14 prat
horns, close in, Phona 1949-614 West Fruit.
No. 4 Calif. Umltad.li:40 am 11:04 am
All
OCCIDENTAL UOTEi.
outside FO . SALE A'" ONCE Two dozon
No. 7 Fargo Fast.. 10:60 am 11:10
rooms and new furniture, furnished or
bred Ancoi.a liens. 114 North Broad- - No.
The Navajo.. 12:35 am 1:4 am
unfurnished apartmenta; also sleeping
1458-irar.
phone
SOUTHBOUND.
rooms St 14 to 47 per week; hot snd
10:14 pat
AFTER July l. In order to make room No, tl El Paao Exp
coia water in each room; new manage11:14
for young stock, will sell at bargain No. 37 El Paso Exp
ment. 132 ti East Central. W. F. Barnett.
EASTPOCND.
prices, fifty 8. C. R. 1 tied hena; alao a
phono 14S3-J- .
few male birds; finest stock; great lay- No, 4 The Navajo.. 1:10 pns 1:44 pra
ers. C. P. Hay, 134 North High.
No. 4 Calif. Limited. 6.v0 pra 1:40 pra
DRESSMAKING
8. r. Eight.. 7:25 pra 1:10 pm
COLUMHIA
HATCHERY. P. O. Bos No.
No. to The Scut
7:!0 am !:40 aw
We
can
1102, Denver. Colo.
you
supply
llnery, tog South Broadwa), ph. 777-rsoa iccra.
with any quantity of baby chicks. Ca
om El Paao 4:36 pna
WANTED Sewing, by tha day or at pacity 14.000 weekly. Seventeen varieties. No, 44
East Santa Fe, phona Llva delivery guaranteed.
home, 41
Parcel post No. to From El Paao 7:64 am
1430-No, 10 oonnecte at Tslen
No, tl
prepaid. Writs for prices snd full par- fur C!"vle,
Vain- Cttf sad
PLEATING, accordion, aide and box; tlrulnr
C
214
mall orders. N. C'rans,
North
Out,
No. 13 crnneat- - at rieliB
ltb Na II
TYPEWRITERS
Seventh. Crune Apartmenta, phona 314.
' and aaatb
FOR pEaIN OR'FANC? SEWING! at TKP15WK1TES All makea overhauled from Clnvts and Dolnte
reasonable rates, with quick service and
Rlbbona for every ma
snd repaired,
satisfaction guaranteed.
Call st 1109 chine.
Bs
Albuquerque
Typewriter
12
South M'lb,
South Fount
change, pbons SuJ--

Si'?19
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Amount Today

Just a Very Limited

I

I

Of very fancy red currants, and red our cnerries.
There will be native asparagus, rhubarb, head
lettuce, and very nice round pod, stringless green
beans, cauliflower, and summer squash.
May have the first summer apples today.
In a day or two will have a surprise for you, in
the way of California grapefruit.
When you want to serve a refreshing drink conthe
sider Delaware Grape Punch and
drink.
orange
A S H
a d n ;
STORE.-- . Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c
508 West Central.
Cal-O-R-

a,
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CONWAY SCORES
IN

HOUNDS

TAX

VARSITY SPEECH

FIVE

to i p. m.
THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY
oosTrfncocB i

in

'

TODAY

DAYS-STAR- TING

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Vigorously Denounces Efforts Which Are Being Have you a little caveman in your home? He'll like this.
Made to Cripple School

System

19:1

State.

John V. Conway, state supcrln-i.nn- i
nf mihlln Instruction, iec- jtured before the assembly of the
summer school stimenis ai me biuiv
ne
university yesterday morning.
of the program
remainder musli-al
nroerram direct
nt a
I
ed by J. V. Lukken, of tho depart
ment of music.
Mr. Conway spoke both at the
s
assembly and at St. Anthony
school yesterorphanage summer
on the necessity forLAST
day afternoon
nf the "taxiVta ririvA
LET'S GO
TIME
....
(
i
tho atnta who Wish tO
and
efficiency of
curtail the length
the school sessions ana meir nur.
"We are fighting for the rural
A little thing like a
'districts," said Mr. Conway, ''In an
effort to give them the semblanc;
wedding
ring was
- .r.n rtoni Thn
nothing to the Primi.... i
n .r,,.Bail nrooacanda to
And tho
tive Lover.
o
the effect that the high cost
romantic wife with
in
litib-l- y
Itaxation is being necessitated by the
itnromantlc
tho
schools and they even wish to
wished she- dtdn-- t
nine
from
terms
BChool
shorten the nv..
And the
own either.
..
,i In noma cases
fun begins when Bhe
advocate a school recess of two
to
conventions
quits
years to enable the state 10
a cave man.
capture
taxes'.
ALSO ADDED ATTRACTIONS
up on the
Teachers a strong r
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK presents
Prices
!'I believe that the 3,600 teachers
Admission
Regular
iin the state, together with their
Tomorrow TOM MIX in "Chasing the Moon"
friends, are enough to form a very
wm
strong factor, aim we order
to re
ganize that factor in
ZUKOB
educational
tain our
ADOLPH
cepartment
plan" J,0
on
presents.
..ttnna1reA
order thit
GARCIA LEAVES
ject to the teachers inwe stand on
wa niav know where
. ,.
,
.
'this matter.
muuc, in an adaptation of Edgar Selwyn's play, "The Divorcee"
"There are efforts neing
KuDDlv Co Phone 4 and 6.
"to
continued.
reConway
do"';?'
TO
A small forest fire has been
tho teachers' saianea.
forest wt;st
salaries you lower
the
ported on the Manzano not
lower
f
you
:
believed
AH
.
njftCL
.ho tonrhers.
of Mount Taylor. It is
to be serious and is being fought
lovers
of the best material in the profu
and
husbands
primitive
of
A peppy play
prim
by forest officials.
sion will immeoiaie.y
Alessandro Matteuccl and family
then what have you to go take any
"ANGLING IN OREGON" A
have
Attraction:
who
from
Added
Sulphur
teachers,
returned last evening
.
two
'
Job!
of
spent
kind
where
they
Springs,
Goldwyn Graphic.
Mariano Garcia, former Mexican
Acruscrt or insiici"i. tne
weeks. They report the roads in
about
vnme
Koon
i
transconsul in this city, has been
good condition.
REGULAR PRICES
from his post here to Mexico state speaking to county school
Dr. Murray, Osteopath Ph. 741. ferred where
associations to arouse infill
the
will
ie
teachers"
position
City,
Mrs. C. M. Potter of Pomona, of secretario de haciendas under terest in their rights. I have been ac
visitiner at the home of the
rQnf
Obregon government. The fol- cused of bolshevism in
But it
h.,r son. Charles W. Potter.
lowing letter from Mr Garcia was T.O Hlici cot, tua tcnehers.
them an Inlast received here yesterday:
trying to inculcate in and
Joseph It. Wilson returned
to
desire
he
To the people of the city of Albu- terest In their rights
night from South Texas, where
t see education In rew aiexic . or
querque:
spent two weeks on business.
to live, then I am guilty
I wish hereby to announce that
O. K. Jackson, engineer lor tne
And the Play by John Nathan Raphael
govern- this charge!"
,
Indian irrigation service, returned having been called by my
later neia coiuiattond-in- e
to another post of duty, it
ment
Conway
where
Search
Bernalillo,
from
among all the stars on the screen, and here
yesterday
several of the teachers
he had been making surveys on In- has been with extreme regret that with
two
session.
summer
are
you would choose to portray a great love!
to
the
leave
I
been
have
your
obliged
dian lands.
Hill, president
of
David
Dr.
over
the
Spence
affairs
turn
and
Search
among all the stories in recent years, and
Miss Thelma Cochran of Las Ve- city
suc- of the university, will lecture this
Miss the Mexican consulate to my
of
love story matchless!
is
the
Story
Art
here
"The
on
gas, who has been visiting
cessor.
morning
school facsummer
The
l'aye Boyd here, left last night witb
and
of
Telling."
On
behalf
family,
Cast Ir,
Search
myself
your heart when you've seen tnis gionous
to
Miss Boyd on a tr:p to California.
n,i nn hohulf nf the Mexican eov- - ulty met yesterday afternoonDean
one
Barbara
lived
know
through
and
you've
business.
you'll
routine
T
Dr.
P..
Paul
mv
and
dnwtrA
M.
picture,
conduct
nmmnnt
in pxnress
Dr.
Cast Includes:
Chapin
Doli
!
of
life
Mitchell
Bre
KM
B.
hours
of
Al
Las
lot
presided.
dentists
of
Dexter
your
Vegas.
U
of
the
the greatest
Oasni
sincere thanks to
people
Henry,
here to attend tho dental society buquerque for the Kindness, coune-s- y
BERGERE
George l'nwrett
BY
OUIDA
Paul M
PHOTOPLAY
which has
and
Montagu Love
meeting.
AMENDMENT
PLUMBING
Factory woofi. lu '.nick load, been shown me during my Biay in
ADDED ATTRACTION:
fr.ur dollars. Hahn Coal Company, Albuquerque.
TO GO IN WEDNESDAY
MARIA .Ml UAHUA,
phone 1.
Consul.
Mexican
Formerly
with
Mrs. George P. Browne, Jr.,
Yesterday afternoon's conference
City, June 25, 1922.
hrr Bon. Donald, and daughter, Mexico
a committee from the city comit iu i,,,,if rstnnrl that Mr. Garcla's of
Hiss Dorris, arrived last Saturday
mission and a number of builders
named.
been
not
ha.i
successor
yet
will
inflientps that agree
night from Dallas, Tex., and Mrs.
j
An acting consul has not been
NOTE: ADVANCE IN PRICES
with
ment has been reached on an
spend the summer
B.
Mrs.
J.
Browne's sister,
Ragan,
amendment to the plumbing ordiNight:
Matinee:
at 313 West Lead avenue.
nance, according to City Manager
3!
Adults
.25c
Leslie Goben, 1412 South Walter DEATHS AND FUNERALS B H. Calkins. The amendment Is
Adults
1
.i
to be ready tor iniruum.
street, left yeatorday for Spiekard,
iVL!
expected
.10c
inuaren
Children
for HUM
services
Mo., to visit relatives and friends.
C'lUCDUOJ ...o
DYKR Funeral
Mr. Goben will bo absent about n Ben M. Dyer, who died Sunday
,t...ufHnrt in the adoption orun-a
from system of stiff-Joiplumbing,
will be held
month.
(Including Tax)
morning,
deemed proper by
French's chapel at 2.30 Thurs- der
regulations
.
sain
is
nntvnetors.
nr,A
A.
CoopH.
Rev.
loui nv mini
day afternoon,
SNEAK THIEVES MAKE
Among those
er officiating at the chapel. The to be disappearing.
Ua
SMALL HAULS; $5 AND Masonic lodge will have charge at the conference yesterdaym. were
Calkins.
at the grave.
Manager
City
AN AUTO TIRE STOLEN
rls. N. J. StriimqiUbv, r.a,,
Elsie Fcrsiuson and Vallate Reid in Paramount Picture)
The funeral of dich MeC'onnell, Contractor John- JAHAMILTiO
Satur
died
P O FJEVEBv. ' A. George Jiuroaurice.ProcUtctioV
t...Qmiiin whn
iii'irsitn hotel, and
Th. Yinlifa li n .1 (an rnnnffl nt
will be held this Commissioners Swope. Tingley and
NOW SHOWlXti AT THE "B"' THEATER
burglaries yesterday. U.S. Farley day evening,
Which is noted for big bar We make a specialty on lumber
oclocK irom me Hughes.
bunJ
of 21G South Fifteenth, reported morning at 8 cnurcn.
Modern
una
pan
.Sacred
Heart
i
entered
his
that somebody had
gains in Jewelry, Watch lmullng and building material. nn hlonk from Robinson
HOUSE ROOWS
will b Cleofes Romero,
BITTNER
1224..H
home Sunday night by tearing the hearers
AT
Owner.
Call
COURSE
GOLF
the
don't
trips.
Now
us.
Cordova,
221-- tt
NEVi
long
forget
etc.
Benny
Nestor
Gurule,
Try
i'bone
Repairing,
hook from the back door. He did
JJ0H South First.
Garcia
321 S. Second
Itamon
Phone 371.
Lopes, Toribio
not report a loss. C. W. Saucr, and
VALLEY RANun, N. ivi.
will
burial
Gonzales,
Alfredo
HATTERS
AND
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TRANSFER
The Little Place GUY'S STORAGE
AND

l.

t-

Pretty Home
five-roo-

EMPiHE Cleaners

NOTICE

m

WISEMAN'C

WHY?

FOGG, The Jeweler

J.

Take Chances With Pasteurized

Buy Your Groceries

YALE

RONEY'S

Bulgarian Milk
prepared

mani-fente-

I

Sale.

ALBUQUERQUE CO OPERATIV
i ivn

DAIRY

,4

'176 TAXI L1IIE"

AROUND

THE

COURT
HOUSE

FOR RENT
Journal Office.

A

--

-

FOR RENT

SEASON'S END SAL,
of

m

NTE

W

REFRIGERATORS

B67--
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t.

NATIVE BLACK RASPBERRIES
Pie Cherries
A few Red Currant
Cantaloupes

Beet

Sugar100

;

421. 423

North

Grape Fruit

Lb. Sack
v

FORhouse,SALE
Fourth and

Rooming
Central. See Landlady for

WA
,

N T E D

Nurse Maid. Apply
MRS. R. E. PTTNHY,
J 105 West Central.

SKINNER'S
Standard Furniture Co.

WILLY-NILL- Y

Sooth First St. Phone 619
We buy, sell and exchange
new and used furniture. Handle
comolete line kilchen utensils.
ic.

401

205 South First Street.

Phone 6Q.

LAUNDRY CO.
"THE tAONDRT
Cleaned
cleaned

and
hy

Blocked, Rugs
latest
process

Phones 148

and

449.

NOTICE
To Dairv Owner t
All dairy licenses expire
June 30. Please call at
the office of the City
Clerk for your new li
cense.

Ida V. Malone
City Clerk

$7.50
$7.70

We Deliver Your Order for 10c.
ORDERS OVER $5.00 DELIVERED FREE

'I

THE IMPERIAL
OF QUALITY"

Oranges
Bananas
Lemons

Apricots
A FULL LINE OF VEGETABLES

Cane Sugar100 Lb. Sack

To replace that broken window
Co.
glass. Albuquerque Lumber
First.

Phono

Winesap Apples

Watermelons

Let Us Send a Man

CERRILLOS
UNIFORM SIZE.

CONVENIENT TO HANDLE

Satisfactory, Economical and Convenient
Stove and Ranges. Order a Ton Today.

COAL CO.

Fuel for

REFIGEF

iHivcnAn

FOR THIS WEEK

100 POUND ICE CHEST

. 512

.

.. $20
LIVING STON& Cfi

50 POUND REFRIGERATOR

Ul

EGG GOAL

More neat t'nlts per Pound.
More Pounds per Dollar.
The Most

IF YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING TO BUY
TOR AT A MODERATE PRICE HERL lb
OF THE 5EA5UN.

.....

.

.

IflloME FURNISHERS
213-21-

.

5

West Gold.

Albuquerque,

"WHERE QUALITY IS HIGHER THAN PRICE."

Phone 91
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